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Special Section: The George-Anne
received hundreds of Valentine
personal ads in the past three
weeks. The messages are displayed
for all to see beginning on page 9
of today's edition.

Happy Vaimtints 'Day, QSU
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NEWS BRIEFS

Glover to keynote Black Awareness Month

Sea turtles making comeback
on Georgia beaches

ATLANTA (AP) - The decline in Georgia's sea turtle
population stopped after
shrimpers began using equipment to prevent turtles from
drowning in their nets.
Biologists and volunteers
found 1,193 nests on Georgia's
coast in 1991, compared with
1,091 in 1990, the first year
scientists were able to check all
the
beaches
regularly
throughout the nesting season,
Department of Natural Resources said.
'The numbers of nesting
turtles appear to be up very
slightly, but up, over the last
few years. We don't have anything to prove it won't go up
again," said Jim Richardson,
director of the Sea Turtle CoOp, based at the University of
Georgia's Institute of Ecology.
'Three years ago, it had
been going down without a hitch
for seven years and it was really
grim," he said. At the time the
number of nestingturtles, fewer
than 1,000 according to estimates, was one-fifth of what it
was 20 years ago.
In the last threeyears turtle
excluder devices, which allow
turtles to escape from shrimp
nets, have come into common
use in Georgia waters.
All nests in Georgia the past
two years were those of loggerhead turtles, Maley said.
Green, leatherback and
Kemp's Ridley turtles are also
found in Georgia waters.

Environmentalist questions
amount of tritium leak

AIKEN, S.C. (AP) - Environmentalists are questioning
how much tritium actually was
in water that spilled from the
Savannah River Site, because
a contractor's report indicates
higher radioactive levels than
federal officials said.
About 150 gallons of radioactive water spilled from the
nuclear weapons plant around
Christmas and traveled down
the Savannah River from
Barnwell County, S.C, to Savannah, Ga.
Tritium is a radioactive gas
that boosts the explosive power
of nuclear warheads.
The U.S. Energy Department said the radioactive water, which spilled from a cooling
device in the K Reactor, contained about 9 curies of tritium
per liter.
But a report prepared by a
Savannah River Site contractor
eight months before the leak
noted the coolant water contained 17 curies of tritium per
liter.
DOE spokesman Rick Ford
said the report did not reflect
changes that were made to the
water that reduced its radioactivity before the spill.
But environmentalists
question the accuracy of the
DOE's figures and contend the
issue should be investigated.
Tom Clements, southeastern spokesman for the international environmental group
Greenpeace, said the federal
agency has not been forthcoming in the past.
'Their credibility is at an
all-time low," Clements said. "I
would-still like to see an investigation with public involvement so we can see how they
came up with their numbers."
Officials estimated a person drinking water from the
Savannah River before the tritium washed out to sea would
receive a radiation dose equal
to about a hundredth of that
received from a chest X-ray.
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Actor originally from Augusta to speak Feb. 24 on issues facing young blacks
GSU News Service

Movie and television actor
Danny Glover will be on the
GSU campus Feb. 24 to
keynote Black Awareness
Month activities.
A native of Augusta, Glover
will speak in the Union
Ballroom at 7 p.m. addressing
issues that face young black
people. He will relate his personal experiences and talk
about what he believes young
people are likely to face as they
leave school to become productive members of American society.
One of Hollywood's most
versatile and respected actors,
Glover has gained international star status for his portrayal of police detective Roger
Murtaugh opposite Mel Gibson
in the megahits Lethal Weapon
and Lethal Weapon 2. Lethal
Weapon 3, which reunites the
team of Glover, Gibson and
Donner, began production this
fall.
Also one of the busiest actors in the business, Glover
stars with Kevin Kline, Mary
McDonnell and Alfre Woodard
in Lawrence Kasdan's upcoming contemporary drama
Grand Canyon, which will become his fourth film to be released this year.
In Jan. 1990, Glover took
on the role of a squadron
leader in Paramount Pictures'
Flight of the Intruder, an action-adventure film revolving
around the relationship of
three U.S. Navy men. He then

BLACK AWARENESS MONTH SCHEDULE
Feb. 14
•An exhibit of sheet music that depicts the evolving image of
black American composers from the turn of the century to the
present is on display in the GSU Museum. It will show through
Mar. 13, free of charge.
Feb. 16
•The African American Gospel Choir will present a concert at 6
p.m. in the University Union featuring a program of gospel,
spirtitual and other African American music.
Feb. 17
•The third annual Miss African American Pageant will be held at
7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Its theme is "The
History, Culture and Beauty of African American Women."
•An African American Student Art Exhibit will be on dsiplay
unitl Feb. 21 in the Southern Center for Continuing Education.
Feb. 20
An International Dinner featuring foods of various lands will be
held at Landrum Center from 3:45 to 7:15 p.m.
•Yaaba, a 1989 production that won the critic's prize at the
Cannes Film Festivalwill be shown in the Union Theater at 7
and 9 p.m. It will run through Feb. 22.
Feb. 24

Danny Glover
played villain Easy Money in
Miramaz's spring release of A
Rage in Harlem with co-stars
Forest Whitaker, Gregory
Hines and Robin Givers and
directed by his long-time
friend, Bill Duke.
More recently, Glover
starred as pragmatic private
detective Ray Campanella in
this summer's comedy Pure
Luck, with co-star Martin
Short.

In 1985, Glover starred in
three films of tremendous
scope. He portrayed a murderous cop out to silence fellow
officer Harrison Ford in Peter
Weir's Witness. Then he portrayed Mai, a peaceful frontiersman who joins forces with
three unlikely partners to fight
against injustices in the Old
West town of Silverado. That
SEE GLOVER, PAGE
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•"Race Relations in Latin America," a lecture by Professor
Stanley A. Cyrus will be presented in the Museum Lecture Hall
at 4 p.m. Cyrus is assistant professor of Spanish at Morehouse
University and the founding editor of the Afro-Hispanic
Review.
Feb. 27
•The Black History College Bowl will be in the University
Union at 6 p.m.
Feb. 28
%

The Color Purple will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in the Union
Theater. The movie will run through Feb. 29.

GSU loses bid to continue I Professor to lead program in Jamaica
hosting 1 -AA chamionship
By Ken Ward

Staff Writer

By Eric Weisenmiller

Spqrts Editor

"Our House" will not be the
site of the 1992 I-AA National
Championship football game
— a game that GSU's Allen E.
Paulson Stadium has been
privileged to host for the past
three years.
Instead, the Marshall
University Football Stadium in
Huntington, West Virginia will
be the site of the 1992 and
1993 Division I-AA National
Championship games.
The announcement of the
NCAA's decision to move the
game from Paulson Stadium
was made public on Monday.
The Huntington, West
Virginia site was chosen over
the Statesboro/Savannah area
to host the game, which will be
played
in
Marshall
University's recently completed 28,000 seat stadium.
"We are certainly disappointed that we did not win
the bid to keep the NCAA I-AA
National Championship football game in South Georgia,"
said GSU Athletic Director Dr.
David 'Bucky' Wagner.
"Though disappointed, we
are proud of the effort that
South Georgia provided and
the good will we spread
throughout I-AA football. It
was worth it to let our fans experience in person the excitement of the National
Championship game," said
Wagner.
During the three years that
Paulson Stadium housed the
championship event, GSU
claimed two national championships (in 1989 and 1990).
In 1989 the Eagles crowned
a perfect 15-0 season with a
national championship victory
on their home turf. With the

win GSU became the first
championship team on any
level to log a perfect 15-0
record. In 1990 GSU claimed
its fourth national championship in six years.
"The 1989 and 1990 games
were a thrill of a lifetime to us
all. I still get emotional when I
think of the day that we won
the national championship and
set a new standard for college
football with a 15th win, undefeated season and we did it all
in 'our house'," reflected
Wagner.
Marshall's stadium was
completed in 1991 and is the
third largest on-campus stadium in America.
Marshall University athletic
director Lee Moon was "proud
and honored" at being awarded
the game.
"The exposure to the state of
West Virginia and the
Huntington area will be a
tremendous boost," commented
Moon.
The selection of a host site
was narrowed down to GSU
and Marshall before a final decision was made. Both schools
are members of the highly
competitive
Southern
Conference.
Southern Conference commissioner Wright Waters expressed his pleasure that the
decision came down to bids
submitted by two SC institutions.
"We think this accurately
reflects the strength of our
league," said Waters.
Marshall will keep the game
for two years before its bid is
reviewed.

A GSU history professor
will be leading a cultural
studies program in Jamaica
this summer.
Dr. Alfred Young will coordinate, the program, consisting of daily discussions
covering key issues and topics related to the historical,
social and cultural development of Jamaica.
Young has had extensive
experience in Jamaica and
the Caribbean. He has arranged for staff from the
African-Caribbean Institute
of Jamaica to lecture.
While in Jamaica, students will also have an opportunity to visit historic
sites and areas of natural
beauty.
"I would recommend this
class to students at GSU
because I think it is very
important for a person to
experience and develop an
appreciation for cultures
other than their own," explained Young. "The first
and foremost goal of the
program is education. The
trip will provide an opportunity for students to travel
to Jamaica and learn more
about the Caribbean from
the 'bottom up.' What that
means is that we will have
contacts with the lower
realm of society as well as
the upper realm.
"I will be trying to expose
the students to the society
and culture through a
range of academic, and personal experiences. By going
to Jamaica with me, students will have a chance to
get more than a superficial
understanding of the area.
I want students to under-
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stand that the people of
Jamaica, like all other people, are individuals who
love, die and have social
and economic problems."
Unlike many other international studies programs that allow only certain majors to participate,
this five-hour credit program is open to all undergraduates and graduates
that have completed at
least 15 quarter hours of
university-level work.
Young's program is also
the only one in the
University System of
Georgia that will be visiting
a third world country.
The dates for the program are June 15 through
July 5. The trip is integrated with excursions to

areas within Jamaica, such
as Kingston, Dunn's River
Falls and Discovery Bay.
The cost of the program
is $1,645. This includes
round-trip airfare from
Savannah to Montego Bay,
ground transportation,
room and board and fees for
local entertainment. GSU
tuition and fees, textbooks
and personal expenses are
not included in the above
price. Financial aid will be
available to students who
qualify.
"The application deadline is April 1," Young said.
" I expect between 15 to 20
students to go on the trip.
This is a good number because we need a small
group so each person can
get individual attention."
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Friday, Feb. 14
•International Coffee Hour
will be held in the University
Union room 241 at 11 a.m.
•Video Buttons will be done
in the Union Commons from
11-3 p.m.
• The Wizard of Oz will be
shown in the Union Theater
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. The movie
will be shown through
Saturday.
Saturday, Feb. 15
•Eagle Baseball team plays
Georgia Tech at 2 p.m. at J. I.
Clements Stadium.
•Miss GSU Pageant will be
held in the Union Ballroom at
7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 16
'Willy Wonka

&

The

The George-Anne

Chocolate Factory will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
the Union Theater. The movie
will be shown through
Monday.
•African American Gospel
Choir will perform in concert
at 6 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom.
Monday, Feb. 17
•NAACP Afro-American
Pageant will be held in the
University Union Ballroom at
7 p.m.
•Falla Guitar Trio will perform at 8 p.m. in the Foy
Recital Hall.
• "Too Smooth" will perform
in concert at noon in the
University Union Commons.
•Eagle Baseball team plays

Georgia at 4 p.m. at Clements
Stadium.
•There will be an African
American Student Art Exhibit
held at the Southern Center.
The exhibit will be shown
through Feb 21.
•Yoga club will meet at 5
p.m. in the University Union.
For more information contact
Rohan Quince at 681-0226.
Tuesday, Feb. 18
•Revisions will hold a
meeting at 6 p.m. in the Union
room 247.
• Eagle Baseball team plays
Georgia at 4 p.m. at Clements
Stadium.
•Sigma Tau Delta, GSU's
English honors society, will
hold a meeting at 4:15 p.m. in

Newton 17. If you are interested but can't attend the
meeting contact Nancy
Remler or Diana Burke at 6815879.
•Dr. J.B. Claiborne of the
Biology department will lecture on Acid Base Balance in
Seawater Fish at noon in room
218 of the Biology building.

Arts Auditorium at 1 p.m.
• Gamma Lambda chapter of
Pi Sigma Epsilon is going to
create the "World's Largest
S'more" in front of Landrum.
Proceeds will go to Camp
Sunshine, a charity for children with cancer. Georgia
Avenue will be closed for the
event.

Wednesday, Feb. 19
• GSU Placement Office will
hold a resume writing workshop at 2 p.m. in Union room
244. The workshop is open to
all GSU students
•Men's and women's tennis
teams will take on Armstrong
State College at 2:30 p.m.
•A general student recital
will be held in the Foy Fine

Thursday, Feb. 20
•Yaaba will be shown as
part of the African film series
in the Union Theater at 7 p.m.
•Lady Eagle Basketball

POLICE BEAT
GSU Division of Public Safety
February 10,1992
•Cari
M.
Townsend
reported some jewelry missing
from her room in Hendricks
Hall.
•John Farrell reported that
someone had pried a screen
open in the lobby area of the
ROTC Department. Nothing
was reported missing.
•A resident of Lewis Hall
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
•Mae A. Deloach reported
two plants missing from the
Political Science lobby area.
•A resident of Veazey Hall
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
•Jay Patrick Shue was
charged with driving under the
influence.
•John M. Walker, Jr. was

charged with obstruction of
officer and attempting to
elude.
February 9,1992
•Thomas J. Joesbury was
charged with criminal attempt
and possession of tools to
commit a crime.
•Jennifer C. Wolliford
reported a book bag missing
from the Library.
•A resident of Lewis' Hall
reported receiving harassing
phone calls.
February 8,1992
•Kobi G. Reynolds was
charged with minor in
possession.
•Douglas A. Drake was
charged with driving under the
influence and no proof of
insurance.

February 7,1992
•Jason W. Nash was
charged with driving on the
wrong side of the road.
•Dr. Marchionni reported a
Numark Mixer and a
microphone were missing from
the Foy Recital Hall.
•A resident of Cone Hall
reported a case of harassment.
•Richie Akins reported a
suspect had taken some books
from the University store and
exited the store. /The suspect
was not located.
Statesboro Police Department
February 10,1992
•Kevin McKinney, of #8
Parkview Apartments, filed a
complaint
of
damaged
property. A tire on his GMC
Jimmy had been cut and the

tire of a Ford pickup truck
parked next to it had also been
cut. Damage was estimated to
be$175.
February 9,1992
•Randall Mark Scott, 18, of
Riverdale, was arrested and
charged with possession of
alcohol by an underage person
and improper lane use.
•Gil Edward Basilio, Jr., 20,
of Columbus, was arrested and
charged with possession of
alcohol by an underage person.
•John S. Harper, 20, of
Brentwood, Tenn, was arrested
and charged with driving
without a license, no proof of
insurance, speeding, and
driving under the influence
(.13GM).
Harper was released after
posting a bond of $795.

Homophobia still prevalent at GSU, said Richter
By Kimberly R. Hill
Staff Writer

Fred Richter and a representative from the Triangle
Gay and Lesbian Club spoke to
a group of students in Johnson
Hall Jan. 30about homophobia. Homophobia, the fear of
understanding and interacting
with homosexuals, is still
prevalent in society and on the
campus of GSU.
Richter, an English professor, clarified many of the
stereotypes and misconceptions associated with homosexuality.

He reminded students that
homosexuality is not all about
engaging in sexual relations
with someone of the same
sex.Instead, he noted that gay
people do not choose to be gay
and they seek mutual understanding, care and affection
just like heterosexuals do in a
relationship.
Homosexuality is not a chosen behavior and Richter made
several references to sociological and psychological case
studies which are trying to
prove whether or not people
are born as homosexuals.

Richter feels that group
settings and information sessions have helped change some
of the attitudes at GSU about
homosexuality.While cultural
acceptance is still lacking in
the United States, Richter is
proud of GSU's attitude.
While many large universities have overlooked the gay
community, GSU includes in
its affirmative action and
equal opportunity policy that
all students and employees are
acceptable regardless of race,
creed, color, sex, sexual preference, national origin, religion,

anyone not enrolled in school,

but interested in the group is
invited.
The first meeting will be an
organizational meeting and
during the second meeting,
Feb. 25 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Union room 247, officers will
be elected.
"I see it as a information
group, a group that shares, a
network," said Paige. "I think
it's important that everyone be
heard, no matter what they
say."

Revisions reorganizing on campus
G-A Staff Report
Revisions, an equal opportunity organization, is reorganizing and its first meeting
will be held Feb. 18 at 6 p.m.
in the Union room 247.
"I really think that we can
become an important effective
group," said Linda Paige, advisor to the gorup.
Every student is invited to
attend. Paige also said that

GLOVER
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same year, Glover brought to
life the menacing character of
Mister in Steven Spielberg's
production of the Alice Walker
novel The Color Purple.
For his work in Lethal
Weapon, Glover was presented
with the NAACP Image
Award. He received his second
Image Award as well as an
ACE Award for his performance in HBO's 1987 presentation of Mandela, filmed in
Zimbabwe.
He also appeared in one of
television's highest-rated miniseries, Lonesome Dove, for
which he earned an Emmy
nomination as Best Supporting
Actor.
In 1988, Glover starred in
BAT-21, portraying a pilot sent
to rescue a man stranded in
the enemy-infested jungles of
Vietnam and in 1989, took on
the difficulty task of portraying a prison psychiatrist faced

with the moral consequences of
his job — to prove a prisoner
legally sane, so that he may be
executed — in the HBO
Showcase production Dead
Man Out.
Last year, Glover starred in
Charles Burnett's award-winning and critically acclaimed
To Sleep With Anger, playing a
character whose conflict between his good and dark sides
brings three generations of a
contemporary black family to a
dangerous crossroads. The
film marked Glover's debut as
an executive producer and
landed him the Independent
Feature Project/West's Best
Actor award. He them went on
to star as Detective-Lieutenant
Mike Harrigan in the actionthriller Predator 2.
In the early part of 1990,
Glover was the recipient of two
prestigious awards in recognition for his achievements in

the performing arts.
In
February he was inducted into
the Black Filmmakers Hall of
Fame and in April he received
the prestigious Phoenix Award
from the Black American
Cinema Society.
Glover is also very active
within the community. He
spends one month a year on a
corporate-sponsored tour
speaking to children and young
adults across' the country
about the importance of education, drug abuse and other
teen-related issues. Earlier
this year, he was presented
with the Landmark West
School's Albert Einstein Award
for his work helping others to
overcome the obstacles of
dyslexia.
One of Glover's proudest
moments came last year when
he and his wife, Asake
Bomani, opened an art gallery
in San Francsico.

age, veteran status, or handicap.
The Triangle Club,chartered
five years ago, is a fellowship
for gay and lesbian students to
express
themselves.
Richterand members of the
group would like to eventually
become a service organization
for the school and the community in order to further educate everyone about themselves as human beings.
Accordingto Richter, the
bottom line is that all of us
"must learn to love the individual for himself."

We cover
Southern
sports like
a cloud of
gnats!

team plays Bethune-Cookman
at 7:30 p.m. in Hanner
Fieldhouse.
Friday, Feb. 21
• The Color Purple will be
shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
the Union Theater.
•Symphonic
Wind
Ensemble will perform at 8
p.m. in the Foy Fine Arts auditorium.
Saturday, Feb. 22
•Visitation Day will start at
8 a.m. at Hanner Fieldhouse.
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LIFEGUARDS

Apply now for summer employment
Call or Write:
SwimAtlanta Pool Management
1210 Warsaw Road, Suite 800
Roswell, Georgia 30076
CERTIFICATION CLASSES AVAILABLE
404-992-POOL (7665)

EXCELLENT WAGES and INCENTIVES

Baseball Card Sale
SETS

• 81 Fleer B.B.- $45
• 86 Fleer B.B.- $90
• 87-90 -Topps
Fleer- Bonruss at
Low Beckett

WAX BOXES

•89 Topps B.B.- $10
• 90 Opper Deck B.B.-$30
• 90FleerF.B.-$16
• 90 Sky Box II- $21

Selective Individual Cards
Stars and Rookies from 1955 to present as low
as 20% off Low Beckett

Odyssey Records

15 College Plaza

681-3371

Announcement for

Kappa Kappa Gamma Crush Party:
Due to circumstances beyond Kappa's control,
the invitation list printed in the George-Anne on
Tuesday was incorrect. Therefore, invited
guests are those men that have received the
individual written invitation which
accompanied the Orange Crush Cans. RSVP's
are needed if you plan to attend. Please call
681-4101, 681-4102, or 681-7572.
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Miscellany, GSU's magazine of the
arts, caters to everyone's tastes
ft\/ Carolyn
f^nmhm M/M
A/i 11 i si rv-t r>
By
McWilliams

_

Staff Writer,

For the past several years,
the Miscellany magazine has
been a forum for GSU students
to have their artwork
presented. But, some students
are not familiar with what the
magazine has to offer and
what type of materials they
accept.
The Miscellany began with a
group of English teachers and
students who wanted
to
publish their works for others
to enjoy. It began as a literary
journal that was done on a
typewriter and photocopied.
Pictures were also included in
this early edition to illustrate
the poetry.
But, since then there has
been a certain frustration
associated with the magazines'
editors. "The magazine has not
been well known except to the
English and Arts department,"
states Angela Whitlock, this
year's editor. "We want it to be
everybody's
magazine,
everyone has the ability to
create."

Angela Whitlock
All of the artwork and the
prose that is given to the
Miscellany office is submitted
in its original form to a group
of judges. The judges are
selected from faculty members
specializing in the various
categories who give their
opinions to the editor of the
magazine on which items
should be printed. The judges
do not know who has
submitted the works, nor do
they know what that person's
major is.
Therefore, the Biology major
who submits something has

the same chance as the
English major who does. ,The
editors usually hold close to
what the judges advise. The
magazine also has a faculty
advisor who helps with the
production of the magazine.
Oliva Edenfield, from the
English department, has
served as the advisor for the
past several years.
"The majority of the prose
that is submitted deals with
human
communication,"
according to Whitlock. "Some
of the others are political, but
they deal mostly with what
people are exposed to
everyday. On a college campus
those experiences are wide in
range."
In addition to the magazine,
the Miscellany also sponsors
several productions. An
Evening of the Arts is held
each quarter to display faculty
or student submissions. This
quarter the production was
entitled, 'An Evening of Sex
and Death." The production,
which enjoyed a large crowd at
both shows, highlighted

G-A Staff Reports

What do you really think
about Valentine's Day? Has
the meaning of it changed
since its beginning in the
1400s? Is it a holiday just for
lovers, or is it for all people?
To get a feel for how people
today feel about Valentine's
Day, we took a random survey,
and here's what we found:
"It's a time to show people
that you care, except I don't
have any sweeties." -Jesse
Stribling
"I hate Valentine's Day! I
liked it lintil I got my job in the
classified ads department."
-Sherry Dyal
"If you're single, it sucks."
-Brent Parrott

:
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Hypertension remains a threat
In the United States, hypertension in the black population
is twice as great as that of the
white population. Although it
remains uncertain whether
there are genetic or physiological reasons for this variation,
"the lower the socioeconomic
status and higher socioecological stress levels of blacks are
probably important," says R.F.
Gillum.
High blood pressure puts
added strain on blood vessel
walls which increases the risk
of stroke, if a clot blocks the
brain's blood supply. Prolonged
high blood pressure can eventually result in heart and kidney damage, or even failure.
"Among hypertensives in
the United States, blacks are
10 to 18 times more likely than
whites to suffer kidney failure,
and three to five times more
likely to develop chronic heart
failure," says Edward S.
Cooper of the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.
Many factors can increase a
person's risk of developing the
condition, including stress,
obesity, aging, inadequate exercise, alcohol use, salty diet
and family history of hypertension. However, in 90 percent of hypertension cases,
physicians are uncertain of the
cause. Furthermore, scientists
cannot figure out why black
Americans are particularly
vulnerable to this potentially
fatal condition.
Some researchers have suggested that socio-economic differences may underlie the
chronically elevated pressures
that predispose U.S. blacks to
hypertension (Sci'ence News:
Feb. 16„ '91, p.lll). For one,
the high cost of health care
and lack of insurance can
Prevent low-income people
from
getting
regular
examinations or treatment.
Also, the stress of poverty or
racism may cause a hormonal

naked truth

&m

"It always comes around the
time of year when I have no
money: right after Christmas
and right before income tax returns." -Stacy Graham
"It's a holiday based on
commercialism. If two people
care about each other, they can
express that any day. They
don't need a particular holiday
for it." -Doug Gross

performances and poems from
the last 35 years of the
Miscellany. "One of the most
scandalous pieces performed
was a play entitled 'Girls',"
states Whitlock, which
"touched on the subject of
lesbianism."
The Miscellany is still
accepting entries tor its Spring
Edition in the following
categories: Poetry, Theatrical
Vignettes, Critical Essays,
Expository Essays, Foreign
Language Literature, Short
Ficiton, Musical Scores,
Photography,
Sculpture,
Ceramics, Drawings, Paintings
and Ethicings. All work
submitted must include a title
page with the student's name,
Landrum Box, and the title of
the work.
Visual
art must be
submitted as photos or slides.
The title page must indicate
the medium and the size of the
original piece. Written entries
must be typed, essays and
stories should be double
spaced. The deadline for
entries
is
March
2.

"It's a great excuse to be a
secret admirer." -Jessica
Peterman
"It's a day to appreciate all
the special people in your life.
It's not exclusively for the romantically involved." -Colleen
Arnold
"It's my favorite sentimental
holiday because it's more general than some other holidays,

such as Mother's Day, which I
fully believe is a conspiracy of
mothers to get presents.
Father's Day is undervalued
yand overlooked." -Bill Neville,
Student
Publications
Coordinator
"Love comes from the heart,
not the calendar." —Stephen
Gundersen
"It's the one day of the year
that the person who makes you
feel rotten all the time finally
tries to do something nice."
-Traci Cobb
"The commercialism creates
a social pressure to have a
significant other, and I don't,
so I don't like it." -Susan
Mallory

GEORGIA

SOUTHERN

UNIVERSITY

(/Pcoming EVENTS
Video Buttons:Friday5 Feb. 14
77 -3 pm

Union Commons

Concert Too Smooth: Monday, Feb. 17
Noon

Union Commons

Skating PartyWednesday, Feb. 26
7 pm

Statesboro Skate inn

Comedian: Rene BrayTuesday, March 3
8 pm

Union Ballroom

"Rapture" & Afro-American Choir: Thursday, March 5
7 pm
Union Ballroom

THE FALLA GUITAR TRIO
"A smooth synergy and a hearty camaraderie." THE NEWYORK TIMES

HEALTH
AND
FITNESS

Feb. 17th
8pm

Donald Jordan
"fight or flight" response that
increases heart rate and blood
pressure, says Curtis G.
Hames of the Medical College
of Georgia in Augusta.
Grim
theorizes
that
Africans with a salt-conserving
gene or genes were less likely
to die of dehydration during
the long, hot voyage across the
Atlantic, back in the 16th century when European slave
traders began shipping captured Africans to plantations
in the New World. The ability
to hold salt — and thus water
SEE HEALTH, PAGE

GSU's

Recital
Hall
A Campus Life Enrichment Performing Arts Series event
Free tickets to GSU students, faculty, staff and retirees from the Union information desk.
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Sunday & Monday
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Be a part
of the
Union Team

UNION^ 4|
PRODUCTIONS
SOUTHERN

The
Wizard of

Foy

APPLICATIONS
BEING ACCEPTED FOR:
• Coffeehouse Chair
• Concerts Chair
• Films Chair
• Homecoming Chair
• Multi-Cultural Coordinator
• Publicity Coordinator
Applications are available, • Special Events Chair
beginning February 3,1992 • Student Director
from the Union Productions
office Rm. 207, Student Union. Applications are due
February 21, 1992.

GEORGIA

UNION W •*
PRODUCTIONS

UNIVERSITY

For more information call the
Union Production office at
681-5442 or Anthony Rice at
681-0399.

--- ■ . ■ -a: -

- i.; V

MOVIES

Friday & Saturday
Sunday & Monday

7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

Union Theatre

$1 with GSU Student I.D.
$2 General Admission

Information Hotline

•a 681-0461
Student Director
Publicity Coordinator
Concerts Chair
Coffeehouse Chair

UP BOARD

Heidi Graef
Marly Hays
Stephanie Scott
Mike Bowden

Films Chair
Multicultural Chair
Homecoming Chair

Bill Waller
Lynwood Holmes
Cheryl Stephens

o Office 681-5442 • UNION PRODUCTIONS
LANDRUM BOX: 8066. •STATESBORO, •jiHWiift"
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Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All

Friday, February 14, 1992
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Misty McPherson

8^ tyATf

News Editor

Support National
Condom Week

©0«

The day after a jury brought in a guilty verdict on
rape charges against boxer Mike Tyson, supporters
of Tyson were already screaming racism. These unsupported claims throw a very negative light on real
efforts to fight prejudice around the country.
These Tyson supporters seem to conveniently forget that the jury, made up of a majority of whites,
was also approved by Tyson's defense.
These supporters also seem to forget that all of
Tyson's female accusers were the same color as himself. The additional fact that jurors spent nine-anda-half hours deliberating the evidence rather than
just taking a vote and coming back helps discount
these claims of racism, also.
Just because the supporters don't want to accept
the verdict is no reason to whine about racism. This
sort of display only causes real complaints of racism
not to be taken seriously.
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Death of a writer

Wrongly called racist

CHAPTER. TX :

GU\DE TO (nouk

With Valentine's Day begins National Condom
Week, and the effort to educate people about
condoms proper use begins anew.
Yes, celebacy is the only 100 percent sure way of
avoiding sexually transmitted diseases (STD's) and
AIDS, but it is unrealistic to think by preaching
abstinence, we can prevent the spread of STD's.
Some will say that to promote the use of condoms
is to encourage sexual activity. We would say that to
not teach teens and adults about proper birth
control and the prevention of STD's is like not
teaching someone that there is a safety on the gun
they already have.
There should be no shame to using a condom, no
shame in the learning of their proper use, and we
support the Health Center, the Student Government
Association, Union Productions, and the Triangle
Club in their efforts to educate people on the proper
use of condoms.
Remember, its better to be safe than dead.
Use a condom.

The death of Pulitzer-Prize winning writer Alex
Haley at the height of Black History Month is a
sadly ironic coincidence.
As the author of "Roots: The Saga of an American
Family" and "The Autobiography of Malcom X,"
Haley was on the forefront of historical research into
one's past and heritage, which is what Black History
Month is all about.
The past is the key to the present, and in his own
way, Haley gave everyone a part of that key with
"Roots."
The epic work about his family's history sparked
an interest in genealogy that lasted long after it
faded from the best-seller lists, and inspired people
of all races to look at the past with open eyes.
We hope that his descendants will be able to look
back and see that Haley was a part of their origins,
and be made proud because of it.

6fo£MwO

AMO THE yooMG ceA^ce?
Li^t HAPPILH e^efc AFTEE.

'African-American1 is a term of spiritual, social honor

Dear Editor,

tral link, but I will not pasI am responding to the sively bow to anyone badgering
"Whites aren't only racists" ar- my people for recognizing our
As
Africanticle in last, week's George- ancestors.
Anne [Letters to the editor, Americans, we feel a strong
Jan. 28]. If we examined his- spiritual bond with the living,
tory honestly (not his-story), dead and unborn in the
we would realize that the an- African-American community.
Furthermore, there is no
cestors of African-Americans
were the only race of people need for a "Caucasian College
stolen from their home and Fund" or Miss CaucasianAmerica contest in a country
brought to the New World.
African-Americans were and where Caucasians control a maare oppressed in many in- jor portion of the economy, mestances, yet we still made and dia and educational system. Do
make vital contributions to the you think I'm lying? Stop by
"Superpower" status that any public school in our nation,
and you will read history books
America enjoys today.
I don't blame Mr. Hightower and witness students being
for not recognizing his ances- told that Lincoln freed the

slaves, John Brown was crazy
and Malcom X was a villain.
Lincoln's true aim was to
unite
the
Union
and
Confederacy, John Brown was
a Caucasian who genuinely
cared about the welfare of
African-Americans
and
Malcom X urged black and
white students to change the
course of a country whose leaders had misused and abused
their power.
You don't read in the history
books that Dr. Daniel Hale
Williams performed the first
successful open heart surgery,
Garrett Morgan invented the
traffic signal and gas mask, Dr.
Charles Drew perfected the use

of blood plasma and the list
goes infinitely on and on.
Also, have you watched your
television set lately? If so, I'm
certain you have seen Jesus,
the son of God, portrayed as a
Caucasian. If you took a
European-American male with
long hair, a beard and mustache to a playground with
small black and white children
and asked who he was, several
would probably say he was
Jesus.
Does the media know what
Jesus looked like? I don't know
what he looked like; however,
according to Revelations 1:1416, "his hair was like wool, and
SEE AFRICAN, PAGE
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Integration and acceptance aren't the same thing
Dear Editor,

I am writing this letter in
response to a Mr. Larry
Hightower, Jr. who seems to be
confused about AfricanAmerican representation. Let
me begin by saying that not all
black people are going to be
sensitive to ignorance, and I
am one of those black people.
If there is something you do
not understand, allyou have to
do is read, research, and ask
questions.
The United Negro College
Fund was founded to support
black students who could only
attend the historically black
colleges, many of which were
founded by whites following
the Civil War to keep blacks
segregated from the educational system.
It has not been that long
ago, and just because America
is supposed to be integrated
today is no reason for us to forget our past and vacate these
sources.
Most of our black organizations were founded what you
call "long ago" and remain a
source of support for our community. These organizations,
including our HISTORICALLY

BLACK fraternities and
sororities, were founded to
strengthen our own people because of the injustices in the
land of the free.
If we do not support ourselves and search for our own
identity, who will do it for us?
Would it have been you, Mr.
Hightower?
Many white people are
threatened or misled when
they hear the names of our organization such as the
National Association for the
Advancements of Colored
People (NAACP), the National
Council of Negro Women, Inc.
(NCNW), the Black Caucus,
100 Black Men, Inc., Coalition
of 100 Black Women, Inc., and
many others. Instead of finding
out what these organizations
are about, or their contributions to society, many white
people get defensive.
If you know any real history,
you would know that the
NAACP was founded by blacks
and whites. The National
Council of Negro Women, Inc.,
founded in 1935 by Mary
Mcleod Bethune, was used as
the advisory for President

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from
people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy
submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in
Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed and include a
mailing address and phone number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the name.
Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

[Franklin] Roosevelt's "New
Deal" program and other political issues. I am not about to
give up my lifetime membership and commitment to
NCNW, Inc. or its history because of an integrated society.
There is never an issue in
this country when any other
race of people recognizes itself,
or celebrates its history, except
the black race. A lot of people
made up this country and they
don't all call themselves simply
Americans. My birthplace does
not make me the person I am,
it is my experience that does.
If I choose to call myself
African-American, black, or
even kemit, that's who I am,
and I can't change that, nor do
I wish to.
By the way Mr. Hightower,
kemit is the term Egyptians

called themselves and it means
BLACK, because that's what
they were and they didn't have
a problem with it.
When the luxuries in
American life were only allowed to whites, "not so long
ago," there were no questions,
it was accepted as is and that's
the way it was. Now that black
people have opportunity and
the choice to create their own,
it seems to always be a question of prejudice or "reverse
discrimination."
Being integrated and being
accepted are not the same.
Therefore, when you cannot accept my culture, whether it's
the present or past, then you
don't accept ME!

Kimberly R. Hill

'Jam the Gym1 a success
Dear Editor,

I just wanted to take a moment and thank all our fans for
their great support in our "Jam
the Gym" win over Georgia
State last Saturday. The crowd
was the difference, and would
not let the Eagles lose.
It was a great combination
of students and local fans that
made the evening a special
night to be at Hanner
Fieldhouse.
I hope you'll try and join us
for our three remaining home

games on Feb. 22, 27 and 29. If
things keep going our way we
have a chance for some exciting
basketball at home in early
March by hosting the TAAC
Tournament.
Remember, you really did
make the difference to our
players, and we hope to see
that excitement again this season.

Frank Kems

Head Basketball Coach

GSU Eagles

SPORTS
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Experience key for diamond Eagles
By John Munford

fer Mark Dean brings more
speed to centerfield this year,
Experience. That will be which makes the club very
the key to the success of the
solid up the middle.
1992 Georgia Southern
Among those expected to
Baseball team.
carry the offensive load is AilSure, there's a lot to be said American Outfielder Todd
about the virtually impreg- Greene. He is a member of the
nable defense. Others would Olympic Baseball Team and
focus on the leadership quali- was second in the nation in
ties of seniors Todd Greene home runs last year with 25.
and Mike Miller. And even
Greene's power will be well
others would obviously point to supported by Senior first
the solid coaching of head baseman Mike Miller. Miller
coach Jack Stallings.
is making the position change
Stallings, in his 17th year from left field to first base.
here at GSU, is glad to menGreene, Peterson and Miller
tion the improvement he sees were each selected to the prealready in this year's team.
season
all-Southern
"Our first through sixth Conference team.
pitchers in the rotation will be
Another position change for
very important. They have the this year's team will be the
most experience," said move of Kevin Hallman from
Stallings.
centerfield to third base.
Junior Jim Carragher is the
Also, team depth is much
leading candidate for the num- improved this year. This will
ber one spot in the Eagle rota- give Stallings the opportunity
tion.
to audition a number of people
Defense is also greatly im- in left field and behind the
proved this year also. Junior
shortstop Chris Peterson and
senior second baseman Doug
Eder work well together on the
double play, according to
Stallings.
lyie.
Speedy junior college transStaff Writer

Tyson was
doomed to
go to jail

Well, it seems as if Mike
Tyson is going to need some
soap on a rope. Mike is about
to undergo a major change in
his lifestyle, possibly for as
long as 63 years. Too bad.
Tyson was found guilty of
rape this week and will get to
spend some time in the big
house. It's possible that "Iron"
Mike is going to get a whole
new perspective on rape and I
don't think he's going to like it
too much.
So the score on rapes by
famous people is tied at one
apiece. William Kennedy
Smith was acquitted and Tyson
wasn't, why do you suppose
this is? Could it be that
Tyson's trial wasn't televised?
Is it because the prosecutor in
Indianapolis was better than
his counterpart in Palm
Beach? Is it because Tyson is
black and Smith is white? No,
I would suggest it is because
Tyson actually did rape his
accuser and could not talk his
way out of it as Smith did.
(Smith's accuser is much like
Tyson in that respect.)
The jury took a look at the
evidence and at Tyson and
said, "Yes, we think he did it."
Tyson seemed doomed before
the trial even started. Mike
beat his former wife, Robin
Givens, and is well known for
aggressive behavior. In
addition, Tyson wasn't
eloquent enough to participate
effectively in his own defense.
Bad feeling, eh, Mike.
Should've stayed in school.
More precisely, there's a
larger picture to examine here.
Should
underprivileged
children of inner city
neighborhoods be taught to
box? Sports have always been
seen as the way out of the
ghetto for minorities. Learn to
play football, basketball,
baseball or box and get out of
"da 'hood."
These children are brought
up in a violent world, but
unless they excel in sports,
they get little encouragement
to change that world. They are
taught to survive. If they can't
run fast enough, jump high
enough or for many other
reasons, some of these kids
learn to box. Boxing seems
harmless when put into a
romantic perspective; men
being men and duking it out.
Gentleman Jim Corbett and
other boxers from past eras
spring to mind.
Today's boxing world is
much different. It is one of
outrageous money, modern
slave owners (Don King and
SEE TYSON, PAGE

In a hurry?
No time to
wait?

.Lnjoy oprin

Rightfielder Todd Greene will lead the Eagle offense. Greene hit
.305 last year and had 25 home runs. (File photo)

Stallings nears record

By John Munford

Staff Writer

This Georgia Southern Head
Baseball coach needs eight
victories this season to become
the eighth NCAA baseball
coach to have 1000 career
wins.
Who is Jack Stallings?
Ding! Ding! Ding!
In his 16 seasons at GSU,
Stallings is 592-385-5, leading
the Eagles to four NCAA postseason appearances and four
TAAC Championships. Two
years ago, he coached the
Eagles to a school-record 50
wins, the Midwest Regional
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nothing
to worry
about.

Statesboro's
6nly one-hour
optical is ready
to serve you.
• Eye examinations • Adult and children vision center
' Senior citizen discount • Any doctor's prescriptions filled or
duplicated • All types of contact lens fitted • Sunglasses
•prescriptionHe non-ptescription. •'. Emergency repair service• Progressive nb-linc bifocals • Walk-ins welcome.

fSy EYE CENTER
One Hour Optical

360 riorthside Drive East • Statesboro, QA

Optometrist

420 Gentilly Place
Across from

gfy*j5trjgfprp
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with iashiions from

1 he oir Shop

exciting," said Stallings.
All his hard work hasn't
gone unrewarded. In 1979, the
American Baseball Coaches
Association gave him the Lefty
Gomez Award for his outstanding contributions to amateur
baseball. In 1988, he was inducted into the American
Baseball Coaches Hall of
Fame.
What does all this mean to
him? In his own words, "The
main thing is that it's just a lot
of years with a good program.
It's very gratifying."
Gratifying indeed, and well
done.

0 FFICERS' TRAINING
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Brands in ,

764-9147

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
CONTACT:
MAJ JOHN FARRELL
SOUTH BUILDING ROOM 134
OR CALL 681-5320

^
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CORPS

THE MORE YOU USE YOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE,
Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective and serve part-time in the Army
Reserve or National Guard, and you can
get as much as $4000 a year for college.
That includes your Guard or Reserve
pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant
each school year from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with
a college degree plus an Army Officer's
commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.

%

Winn Dixie

764-6924

Coach Jack Stallings

■

Dr. R. Whitman Laid

Championship and an appearance in the College World
Series.
He began his coaching career at Wake Forest in 1960,
leading them to a 152-108
record in eight years. Then, he
left for Florida State
University,
where
his
Seminoles were 248-107 over a
five-year span.
But that's not all. He was
also the hitting coach for the
1984 Olympic Team in Los
Angeles. "When you're there,
with the Team USA uniform
on, and they play the National
Anthem, well, that's very

RESERVE

ri

,■•«/.«

plate.
"Competition is a very good
thing. We won't make the decision of who plays where until
the time comes,"
added
Stallings.
The depth on the bench also
gives Stallings some players to
fall back on in case a starter
goes down with an injury, or if
somebody simply needs a rest.
As the season progresses,
Stallings will look more and
more to the bench for a contribution.
GSU will be competing in
the Southern Conference for
the first time this season. They
begin conference play on
March 7 when Marshall comes
to town for a three game series.
The Eagle's combination of
a solid defense and an impressive offense are the main reasons that they are picked by
Baseball America to win the
Southern Conference. If they

SPORTS
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Eagle netters expect nothing but aces

By Michael Strong

Assistant Sports Editor

The GSU men's and
women's tennis teams started
the season on the right foot
with victories over Georgia
College on Saturday, but the
men fell to Auburn on Sunday.
The men lost to the Tigers
7-2, with Charles Olinger
winning 6-2, 7-6 at third
singles. Hector Porcella, fourth
singles, struggled early, but
pulled out a 2-6, 6-4, 7-6
victory.
The Eagles had other close
matches. At first singles Roger
Mills lost a heartbreaker 7-6,
7-5 and Kevin Green lost in
three sets 5-7, 7-6, 6-1.
Before traveling to Auburn
Head Coach Joe Blankenbaker
was concerned about having to
play the Tigers with having as

little preparation as they
Eagles have had.
"They play all year around,"
he said after the match against
Georgia College. "We play
outside and if it rains we don't
practice. They have an indoor
facility, if it rains, they go
inside. They've also played
some tournaments, so we'll
find out [how good the team is]
tomorrow."
The men's team rolled over
Georgia College 8-1.
Although Scott Allen and
Olinger had to go three sets in
their matches.
"This is a good team," said
Blankenbaker. "Their number
three guy [Olinger's opponent]
beat out number one in a
tournament last year."
This year's squad presents
problems for Blankenbaker
because their is no superstar,

but they have lost just one
player from last year.
"Depth is what is going to
get us through this year," he
said. 'We have to have three or
four guys playing well all the
time otherwise we'll be in big
trouble."
The ladies team romped
past Georgia College 8-1 as
well.
"I'm real pleased about
that," said First year Coach
Gary Glassman. "I hope it's
the start of good things to
. come."
The only blemish on the
start of the ladies season was a
6-2, 6-3 loss by Christy Ward
to Summer McCollough.
"She had a game that gave
me difficulties," said Ward.
Ward did gain some revenge
as she teamed with Lydia
Darrieutort
to
beat

McCollough and Beth Finch 62, 7-6 in doubles.
This year's squad has just
one returning player: Ward. At
first singles is Chris Triesch, a
transfer
student
from
Germany. Second singles will
be held by Cami Harris.
Darrieutort, Ward, Christine
Papp and Wendy Trenary
round out the top six spots.
In addition to inexperience,
the team has had to overcome
several injuries and some early
season chemistry problems.
"I call them the M.A.S.H.
unit team," said Glassman.
"They've all been in there [the
trainer's room] sitting on the
benches."
The injuries include a groin
pull for Triesch, wrist
problems
for
Harris,
Darrieutort pulled a back
muscle and Ward is battling

1

Windless named 'player of the week
By Rod Swinson

Staff Writer

Eagle
forward
Tony
Windless was chosen "Player
of the Week" in the Trans
America Athletic Conference
this week.
The 6'4" senior led the
Eagles to two come-from-behind TAAC wins over Samford
and Georgia State last week.
His team's 9-0 league-leading record ties a conference
record set by Arkansas-Little
Rock in the 1986-87 season.
Windless led the Eagles in
scoring averaging 19.5 points
and shot a blistering 66.7%
from the floor including 55.6%
(5-9) from three point range.
Windless, a transfer from
Cowley County Community
College, said the honor was
unexpected.
"I just found out myself but
I am pleased to have been chosen. I have even more motivation now to go out and do the
best I can," said Windless.
A Memphis, Tenn. native,
Windless is on a torrid scoring
pace averaging 21.2 points in
eight of the last nine games.
Windless' previous years of
experience have helped in
defining his role on the team.
"I feel that I must take on

Tony Windless
that leadership role. I know
what it takes to win, because I
do have some experience in
winning."
Coming from a close-knit
family, Windless receives a
great deal of motivation from
his family and close friends.
"My brother Marvin really
is my biggest fan and a great
motivational factor."
He also credits his best
friend David Taylor and a special lady friend with keeping
him focused.
Although his game looks
very strong on the court,
Windless said he definitely has

some weakness that he must
work on.
"I penetrate well to set up
my other teammates, but I really need to work on my defense rebounding."
Windless expressed that his
goal is the same as the team's
goal — to win the TAAC tournament.
The Eagles have a chance to
go 14-0 in the TAAC, a feat
never accomplished.
"We would love to go undefeated in the TAAC," said
Windless. "But our primary
goal is to work hard every day
and to be ready for the tournament."
Windless does have individual goals, but he tries to put
these second to the team's
goals.
"I would like to win the
TAAC Player of the Year, and
possibly go on to the next level,
but right now I am just trying
to better my team."
Windless and the Eagles
will travel to Louisiana for a
couple of TAAC games this
week against Centenary and
Southeastern Louisiana.
Windless commented on the
road trip:
"We just want to focus on
one game at a time and not let
the crowd get to us."
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DUPLEXES

shin splints.
^
The chemistry problem is
something that is behind the
team, according to Glassman.
"We've had some struggles,"
he said. "Tennis is kind of an
individual sport, so we're

trying to come together as a
team."
Glassman is also a new
element to the team. Coming
into a new season with a new
SEE EAGLES,

(Home Games are in All Caps)

Feb.
14
15
16
17&18
19

M&W Swimming (Thurs. through Sat.)
Southern States Championships
BASEBALL VS. GEORGIA TECH
M-Basketball at SE Louisiana
Black Rose Rugby Tournament
BASEBALL VS. GEORGIA TECH
BASEBALL VS. GEORGIA
M&W TENNIS VS. ARMSTRONG STATE

Q: What is a double good deal?
A: A Sonic Brown Bag Special!
Q: What is a Sonic Brown Bag Special?
® Junior Sonic
Burger x 2
(D Regular French
Fries x 2

LATE NIGHT
IN THE B0R0!
Serving famous
Krystals 'til:

® Regular Soft
Drink x 2
•(g) All of the above!

$mfa BQOTIB Bag) §IP©(58(DL]

Midnight Sun. - Wed.
2 a.m. Thurs. - Sat.

NOW OPEN NEXT TO WAL-MART!

|)§oz/v [fta flam
Drive-In
Drive-Thru

Febraury 1 - February 29
Phone
489-4544

322 S. Main St.
North of the Triangle

Remember that
Someone "Special"
with a gift from

10 + 2 Leases
EACH SPACIOUS UNIT CONTAINS:
1150 Heated Square Feet
Two Full Baths With Double
Vanities
10' xlO' Screened Porch
Large Closets
Extra Storage Space
LOW POWER
BILLS

WITH FOUR
$162.50/MONTH
EACH

681-1166

Sign NOW to Guarantee For Fall

VALENTINE OPEN HOUSE

Hawthorne Court #38

Friday, Feb. 14, 10-2

all day
2 p.m.
8 p.m.
10 a.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

POP

NEAR CAMPUS. YET OUT OF THE "HUSTLE-BUSTLE"

"Stretch Out"
On Our Landscaped
Grounds

PAGE

GSU ATHLETICS

THIS WEEK IN

This COUPON entitles

to 1 5% off

your Valentine purchases
2/11/92 through 2/14/92
Book Plus...

LB 8007

.1

912-681 -0450
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AFRICAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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his eyes were as a flame of fire,
and his feet like unto fine
brass, as if they burned in a
furnace, and his voice as the
sound of many waters."
That description certainly
doesn't fit the character we
have all seen on the movie
Jesus of Nazareth. We are all
made in the image of God and I
just don't see the son of God as
that famous work of art
painted by Michaelangelo. I
must also add that the representations of King Tut and
Cleopatra on the television series "Batman" are profound insults to the African-American
community and history itself.
Let me further add that
there are thousands of Caucasian students attending historically black institutions who
benefit from the United Negro
College Fund. Also, in the history of the "Miss America
Pageant," how many AfricanAmerican women have been

TYSON
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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HEALTH
crowned? Furthermore, how
many
African-American
women are chosen to compete?
jftoo realize that there are
racist people in all ethnic
groups in America. I have experienced both sides here at
GSU. I work in a department
where the ignorance of blatant
racism has been defeated by
intelligence. I have a Caucasian
supervisor who inspires me,
and a Caucasian advisor who
has given me a positive path to
follow since my arrival.
I have also come in contact
with a strong AfricanAmerican professor who has
supported me in my academic
and social endeavors. All three
women
are
jewels.
Unfortunately, I have also
been a victim of several racial
incidents. I have also been
saddened by some of my
African-American brothers and
sisters who denounce their history and culture.

By classifying myself as an
African-American, I am paying
homage to my people who were
stolen from "the motherland"
and my people who helped
build this great nation. If Mr.
Hightower is tired of hearing
the term "African-American,"
and is not proud of his Irish
and Yugoslavian ancestral
link, where will he go?
I cannot speak for the other
ethnic groups who compromise
the minority population in
America, but "AfricanAmerican" is a term of intellectual, spiritual, and social
honor. I urge Mr. Hightower
and others both black and
white who feel the same way as
he does to re-think the situation because, "A MIND IS A
TERRIBLE
THING TO
WASTE."

This is not about the
medical problems that boxers
face. This is about taking a
child who knows nothing but
the violent ways of the street
and teaching him to channel
that knowledge into beating on
another human being. If you
teach a kid that knows nothing
but violence that it is okay to
be violent inside a roped-off
area, can you get him to realize
that it is not outside of that
area.
I don't think so. It becomes
a part of their subconscious,
their mentality if you will.
Violence becomes their life and
becomes increasingly difficult
to separate in and out of the
ring.
I've never been one to
support the idea of banning
boxing and I'm not advocating
that now. What I am
suggesting is that Mike
Tyson's actions should not
surprise anybody. Violence is
the only thing he has ever

known. Before Cus D'Amato
took in at age 13 and taught
him to box, he was a mugger.
He knows two types of
violence: socially approved and
not approved. With that as the
basis of his life, is it any
wonder that Tyson didn't end
up like this sooner?
No. He is a direct result of
his upbringing: violent.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE

— also helped them to endure
the terrible conditions they encountered in the New World,
Grim suggests. However, the
same trait that was a survival
advantage then may prove fatal today.
Physicians suggest that all
blacks get their blood pressure
checked regularly. I also recommend to everyone plenty of
exercise, a low-salt diet, and
for those with extreme cases of
hypertension, be responsible
enough to take your medication as suggested by your doctor, to keep dangerously high
pressures down.

8

team should be a daunting
prospect, but it didn't bother
him.
"Pat
[Breen,
his
predecessor] had recruited
pretty well before he left and
with some walk-ons I picked

up we got it together," he said.
The women's team is 1-0 on
the season and the men are 11. Their next match is a dual
meet on Feb. 19 at home
against Armstrong State at
1:30 p.m.

sons
Valentine Roses
373 Savannah Avenue
(912) 764-9839

WE

27.50/doz
Cash & Carry
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Keith "Preacher" Brown

Graduate Student
Dept. of English
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Bob Arum) and warped
perspectives. Money is king
and apparently makes all
kinds of behavior acceptable.
It is also a world of
Muhammad AH: a man who
was hit so hard so often that it
damaged his brain. The man is
a shadow of his former self. He
can barely speak above a
whisper; his reflexes are
basically non-existent (at least
to my eyes); and the quick wit
of years
past
is
an
impossibility.
Larry Holmes, another great
heavyweight champion of the
past, is making a comeback.
He looked impressive in a
recent victory over Ray
Mercer,
a
top-ranked
heavyweight. But if you look at
Larry now compared to Larry
10 years ago, there's a marked
difference. Ten years ago, he
looked like he could tell you all
about a fight, now he looks as
if he couldn't tell you what
time it is.

EXPERIENCE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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do, they will receive an automatic bid to the College World
Series in Omaha.
The Eagles open their season at home against Georgia
Tech this Saturday and
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Then the
team will host Georgia on
Monday and Tuesday afternoons at 4 p.m.
All home games will be
played at J.I. Clements
Stadium. Admission is free
with Student I.D.
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It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple9 Macintosh" Classic II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
,4 t
almost any other kind of computer /
\ %
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

\ 1 \ f

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit

Eagle's Logic

University Computer Store
University Union Building • 681-0454
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporati
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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01 •Announcements
Are you creative T-shirt design
contest. Design a humorous and
tasteful psychology slogan.
Applications available in Psychology
office. Call Dr. Steirn for info at
681-5505.
Celebrate National Engineers Week,
Feb. 16-22, A.S.M.E. Egg Drop ,
Contest on Feb. 18 at 3pm at
Henderson Library rear. Cash
Prizes. For info call 681-7622 or
489-1642.
Raising Roofs, awareness, and
money! Need volunteers- meeting,
Feb. 18, Rm 242, Student
Union-4pm. Groups and individuals
needed for community projects! Need
more info? Write LB 12502.
Riding Eagles Motorcycle Club
meetings Thursdays 5-7. Come join.
Call Jon Love at 489-1553. Club
agenda- lower parking costs, better
and more motorcycle spaces.
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
ONLY: YOU can put your own
message in this space for FREE! 25
words of less, please. Drop by the
Wms Center, Rm 111, or send your
classified ad to LB 8001. For free ads
you MUST include your name and
Landrum Box number.
Triangle Gay and Lesbian Informal
Discussion Group meets 7 pm
Mondays. Call Counseling Center
for further details.
YOGA CLUB meets 5 pm Mondays,
January 27 in Union. Wear loose
clothing & bring a mat or blanket.
Beginners welcome. Phone 681-0226
for details.

03*Autos for Sale
1983 Ford T-Bird, good condition,
many extras. Well taken care of.
Must sale. Call 681-3209, ask for
Mark.
1984 Nissan 200sx turbo! Electric
windows, alarm system, AC, PS, PB,
good gas mileage, runs great, looks
sharp. Steal it for $2500 OBO. Call
681-2822.
1984 Turbo 200sx Nissan, alarm
system, electric windows, PS, PB,
AC, looks great, 30 mpg highway;
20mpg, city. Sporty, economical,
reliable. $2300 OBO. Call 681-2822.
1989 Sunbird SE, 2 door, great
condition, automatic transmission,
37,000 miles. Call 681-1940.
For Sale- 1983 Ford T-Bird, good
condition. Well taken care of many
extras. Must sale. B.O. Call
681-3209. Ask for Mark or leave
message.
For sale; '88 Toyota Four-Runner
4x4 SR5, V6, loaded, 50k, $12,000.
764-6169.

05'Business Opportunities
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send SASE to
Country Living Shoppers, Dept.
D18, PO Box 1779, Denham Springs,
LA 70727-1779.

07'Education

COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS • LOANS
Results Guaranteed
1-800-527-1496
11 «Help Wanted
♦EXTRA INCOME*
Earn from $200 - $500 weekly
mailing 1992 Travel Brochures. For
more information send an addressed
stamped envelope to: ATW Travel,
P.O. Box 430780, Miami, FL 33143
Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or female. For
employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. 312.
SPRING BREAK TO FLORIDA
BEACHES Fun in the sun, 4/rm.
Prices. Daytona $149, Panama City
$139. Kitch, wtrfrt & trans
available. Call CMI at
1-800-423-5264.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim
Instructors: Summer positions
available in North Atlanta Area.

Certification classes available. Call
SwimAtlanta, (404)992-7665, for
information.
Need leasing agents for brand new
top of the line apartments for
students. Applicant must be
motivated and like working with
fellow students. Salary plus bonus.
Please call Lisa Hagy at 764-4199.
Stop!!! Need cash? We need students
to stuff our dieting Sales Circulars!
Excellent Wages- $3 per envelope!
No experience required! Start
immediately! Send Long S.A.S.
Envelope: Galaxee Distributors P.O.
Box 1157 Forked River, NJ 08731.
Wanted: Members to serve on th
Union Productions board for the
1992-93 school year. Applications
available at the Union Productions
Office, Rm 207 of the University
Union and are due Feb. 21. Call for
more info- 681-5442.
Wanted: Tutor Counselors (4) for the
Georgia Southern University
Upward Bound Summer Program.
Upward Bound is a program
designed to motivate and prepare
high school students for
post-secondary education. In
working with the Upward Bound
Program, you will gain valuable
experience as well as enjoy lots of
fun. Applicants must (1) have
achieved college sophomore status,
or better by May 1992 (2) have a 2.3C
GPA or better (3) be available daily
from June 15 thru July 30, 1992 -no
summer school students please (4) be
committed to working with young
people (5) applicants must be
available to live on campus (in dorm)
with student from June 15 thru July
30 (6) be conscientious and
dedicated. Salary is $1,600 ($1,000
plus room and board). Applications
will be accepted thru April 12, 1992.
If interested apply at Upward Bound
Office
Williams Center-Upper Level
Landrum Box 8071
Statesboro, Georgia 30460
(912) 681-5458.

12*Lost& Found
Found: Gold bracelet at Thursday's
on Sat. 25 during Sexual Olympics.
Call Tom at 681-8916 to identify.
FOUND: Ladies Carvele quartz
watch. Found in Carroll Building.
Come to Dean's office to claim.
Glasses found- Found at FoodMax
one week ago. Prescription glasses.
871-6146 or 681-4613.
Lost!! Pentax Zoom 70-R Camera.
Reward if found. Please call
852-5683.
Lost- Gold charm bracelet.
Sentimental value. If found please
call Teresa at 681-2391.
Lost: 1990 class ring in the South
Buliding or going to North Building.
Green Peridot stone-sterling silver.
Name engraved on it, call Tom
681-8916.
Lost: a silver, opal and sapphire
ring. This ring is a family heirloom.
Cash reward. If found please call
Heidi at 681-2967.
LOST: Gitano watch with black
band and silver pearl bracelet. If
found please contact Teresa at
681-2391.
Lost: In desparate search for a beige
male lab puppy with a black nose.
Only 2 months old. He wondered off
onto Cawana/Bulhalter Road area. If
found please cantact 871-6405.
Lost: One cream long sleeved
Limited-express cotton shirt. Lost at
Oxford Wash and Shop. If you have
it please call 681-7562. Size L.

Cool it this quarter with a pair of
like-new Ray-Bans. Black metal
frames, black lenses. Make offer.
764-7312, leave message for Eric.
Excellent buys for 83-86 Monte
Carlo: Bra $40, speakers w/ 10" MTX
woofers/tweeters in box $200. 4
spoked hub caps $15. 681-2259 ask
for Kelly.
______
For Sale- Clean red carpet for
dormitory room -$40. Refrigerator,
almost new for $60. Just call me and
we negotiate!! Telephone 681-3890.
For Sale: Point Blank body armor
vest-$300, 764-6169.
For Sale: Red Schwinn mountain
bike in practically new condition.
Call Cassie at 681-4044.
For Sale: Scuba Gear. BCD 1st and
2nd Stage Reg Air II, Dive Light, etc.
Plus dive bag, entire package-$500.
764-6169.
For Sale: Three evening gowns and
one black T-Length gown. Work
489-8727, Home 693-7581. Sizes 6-8.
Contact Tish.
For sale: two truck boxes, 8 inches
full range. 2 1/2 inch tweeter $99
OBO. Cantact Pete 681-9728, leave
message.
For Sale: World Book Encyclopedia
Set, New, $400 OBO. 764-6169.
Ladies 14k gold engagement set for
sale. Unique 3/8k solitaire with 10
diamonds and band. Solid 14k gold
matching wedding band. Only
asking $500. Call 764-7382.
One pair of Avia (Arc Technology)
aerobic shoes. Bought wrong size
and cannot return. Size 9. Price
negotiable. Please call 681-7562.
Raleigh men's road bike- 58cm, 531
Reynolds, Shimano 501 comp.,
cateye cyclocomputer, OGK
microshield helmet all for $300.
764-3621-Kelly
Smith-Corona Typewriter SD66
with memory and spellright, $150.
764-6169.
Two sequined gowns- perfect for
formals. Teal, Size 5, $75. Fuschia,
Size 7, $50. 489-3186.
. Winter Jackets: 1 green suede and 1
brown leather- $75 each. 681-2281cash only.
__

14«Motorcycles
Honda V-30 Magna 1984. 13k. Very
Clean. Burgandy, adult ridden &
well taken care of. $600. 764-3621,
ask for Kelly or leave message.

15*Musical

Roommate needed: own bedroom in
furnished apartment. Close to
campus. For more info call Shawn at
681-1396. Call anytime ASAP.

Wanted: People wanted to sublease
apt. For summer. Washer/dryer.
Rentneg.!!! Call ASAP. 681-1632
#82 Park Place

Precision Power 2000 Amplifierbrand new, never been used. Must
sell. Receipts available, also noise
reduction box. Call Til at 681-2964.
$275.

21'Services

Sony boombox- dual cassette w/
programmable CD and laser remote.
Carve car amp, 120 watt stereo, 240
mono. Make offer. Call 764-5512 for
Doug.

2f>Roommates
Female nonsmoker roommate
needed for Spring & Summer
quarters. Eagle Run Apts. Fully
furnished except for your own room.
Share bath, washer/dryer. $175 per
month + 1/4 utilities. FOr more info
call Karen at 681-6633.
Female roommate needed for Spring
Qtr. Fully furnished including
bedroom. Very nice. Hawthorne II
62. Call Michele at 681-3440.
Female roommate needed
immediately -$100 per month + 1/3
utilities. Fully furnished- great
roommate 489-4228. Ask for Lynn or
Colleen.
Female roommate needed starting
Spring Quarter in Hawthorne II.
681-2424.

Free to good home- male grey cat.
9-12 months old. Very affectionate.
We found him, can't keep him.
489-3434, leave message.
Juvinile Iguana- 16" including tail.
Healthy. Call Mark at 681-6961. $55

2 bedrooms to rent in 3 bedroom, 2
bath mobile home. $160 per month,
$100 deposit (refundable). Rooms
have beds. Call Jamie at 681-6413.
Apartment for sale: 2 br, 1 bath,
furnished. 57 Southern Villas. Call
(404) 428-9595.
Brand new apt. For sublease in
Spring & Summer. 2 bedroom, 1
bath, vanity with sink in each
bedroom $350/month. Close to
campus. 764-6494, leave message.

Excellent typing done. Only 75(! per
page. Printed on a laser printer. The
ultimate typing experience. Call
764-7225. Ask for Elmer.
Intelligent English major with
excellent composition and language
skills seeking employment as
English editor, proofreader, and/or
office assistant. Local, campus
references available. Call 764-7560..
Lab and Textbooks printed! Fast
affordable service. Profit to you or
your department. Free estimates. 40
years experience. Retired GSU
professor. Arv 764-7421 (before

Female roommate needed to take
over lease at Chandler Square
Apartments beginning Spring,
Quarter. No security deposit. Please
call 681-6964.

Maid Service- Only $25 for an
apartment. Call today! Leave
message! 842-2640.

Female roommate needed to take
over lease at Chandler Square Apts.
First month's rent free or pay no
security deposit. Call 681-1593 for
Stacy.
___
Looking for a friendly, female
sublease ASAP. Own bedroom with a
larger closet, share large bathroom,
apartment fully furnished except
your room, washer/dryer,
microwave. Hawthorne II four
bedroom. $500 per quarter- which is
only $166.66 each month. Call
Stephanie at 681-7527 for more info.
Male roommate needed - Park Place
Villas. Totally furnished. $167 per
month plus 1/3 utilities. Call
681-1720, ask for Ricky.
Male roommate needed for Spring
Qtr. Half mile from Stadium in a
duplex. $162.50 per month plus half
utilities. Call 681-3694 for Richard
or Lee.

17«Pets & Supplies

Free to good home- beautiful grey
male cat. 9-12 months old. Very
lovable. We found him, can't keep
him. 489-3434.

Daily announcement of Intramurals
available on CR/I Hotline at
681-5261.

Lab and textbooks printed! Fast
affordable service. Profit to you or
your department. Free estimates. 40
years experience. Retired GSU
professor. Arv 764-7421 (Before

Need 1 or 2 female roommatesEagles Court starting Spring
Quarter. $200 for own room or $100
to share room. Own bathroom.
681-9887, leave message.

For your Valentine- Registered Blue
Cream Persian Kitten. 5 months old.
Call 681-4237, if no answer leave
message.

Auto Detailing- Clean inside and
out. Wash, wax, vacuum, & Armor
All. Most cars only $20. Call Eric for
appointment. 681-2294.

Female roommate needed to share
big 3 br house Spring Quarter. Own
room and washer/dryer. $150 rent
plus 1/3 utilities. Please call
764-2136 and leave message.

Mature, honest couple seeks couple
with similar qualities to share
apartment next school year.
Looking to sign lease early. Call
871-6264, ask for Dwayne.
<_

19*Rentals & Real Estate

Attention Sports Card Collectors-1
have aproximately 2,000 common
baseball and football cards. Most
1980-1984. Good condition. 30
each/nego. 681-3571.

Sublease: 1 bedroom apartment.
Central location. Pets allowed.
$300/month. 1 mile from campus.
489-3069.

Music is good for your Karmasupport Statesboro's local bands:
Jive Socket, Crashin', Abbey,
Ophelia, Daze, Midnight Sun, Home
of the Thousands, etc.

LOST:Men's wedding band. Brushed
finished with row of five diamonds
across top. $$ reward. No questions
asked. Call 681-3354.

2 new beer signs: Budweiser and
Miller Genuine Draft. Asking $125
OBO. Ask for Frank at 681-2434.

detector- $65. Call Kristen at
681-9839, leave message or call
Chris at 681-7406.

Male Roommate needed Spring and
Summer quarters. $225 a month.
Own bedroom, bathroom, phone
line, washer/dryer. Call 681-9895.

Puppies for sale: Black and fluffy. 6
wks old. Had 1st vaccinations. Will
be medium sized. $35, call 681-2253.

.22 pistol for sale. 9 shot, 4" barrel.
Made by New England Firearms.
$60 OBO. Call 764-7382.

except for your bedroom and bath.
$215 per month + 1/4 utilities. Call
Jan at 681-9314.

Female guitarist needed
immediately. Please call either
764-7040 or 489-2951. Thanks.

Lost: Thick gold bracelet. Reward if
returned. Has sentimental value. If
found please contact Dana at
739-4467. Thanks.

13'Miscellaneous for Sale

townhouse. Pool, volleyball, girls. 2
bedroom, 2 1/2 baths. Negotiable
price. 681-2451.

Nonsmoker female roommate
needed immediately. 2 bedroom/
bath. Furnished except for your
bedroom. Rent includes water and
trash pick-up. Call 764-5251 and
leave message.
Roommate graduating- we need a
female roommate for Spring Qtr.
Park Place apts. Rent $125 + 1/4
utilities. Call 681-3345, leave
message.
Roommate needed ASAP! Sublease
Sussex Commons- own bedroom and
bathroom. Call 681-6703.
Roommate needed ASAP,
nonsmoker, own room, own bath,
fully furnished except your room,
washer/dryer, move in now or next
quarter. Feb. Free of rent. 871-6146
or 681-4613.

Papers typed!! On computer with
letter quality printer. Quick service
and great rates. Call 681-3862 and
ask for Regina.
Posters and art work framed w/ or
w/out glass. Call Rob 681-7818.
PREGNANT?
Parent and Child Adoption Services
Can Help. Free counseling, medical
and housing assistance available.
Call Collect (912)238-2777.
TYPING - Drop-off & pick-up on
cam- pus. See Peggy 116 South
Bldg., call 681-5586 or 681-6520.
Quick service (usually overnight),
very good rates
TYPING - Fast & Reasonable. Call
Jean 852-5405
TYPING - Reasonable rate.
Resumes, term papers, etc. Letter
quality or Dot Matrix printers. Call
Brenda, 681- 5301, or drop by
Carroll, Rm 86
University Typing Svc - Word proc.
for faculty & students. Term papers
to books. Editing included. Letter
quality printing. Majorie Bell, Ed.D.
681-3716

Two 12" Fosgate subs, $140, 7th
order box wit 10" subs, $150. Call
489-4404.
Two Rockford Fosgate Punch 10" in
box-$125. One punch 45 amplifier,
may install-$125. Escort Radar
detector-$65. Call Chris Denman at
681-7406.

27'Wanted
Needed: 20 gallon aquarium or
larger. Call Trey at 681-2301.
Wanted to buy: Computer games for
the Commodore 64. Call 587-2335
after 6pm or 681-5890 from
9am-4pm daily.
We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority, or student oraganization
that would like to earn $500-$1500
for a one week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Lee at 800-592-2121
ext. 115.

28'Weekends & Travel
A Bahamas Party Cruise 6 days
$279! Panama City $99, Padre $199,
Cancun $499, Jamaica $399! David
681-6415, or 1-800-638-6786.
You've only got one week to live! Do i
right! Spring Break Travel in
Jamaica from only $429!! Hotel, air,
transfers, hot parties! Organize
group, travel free!! Sun Splash
Tours 1-800-426-7710.

29'Etcetera
Carpool: Ft. Stewart to GSU, there
are quite a few of us riding back and
forth - let's ride together. Please
contact Bonnie 884-3227.
Tim O'Sako- You're tall and studly
and always on my mind; even
though you watch my apartment, I
still want to grab your behind. -J.H.
Tim Wipf- Happy Valentine's Day! I
retardation you! I hope we have
many more.
Tinka Tinka Little Star how I hate
that you're so far, after all those
lonely nights I long to hold you oh so
tight. - Regina

Wake-Up service- Never miss
another class or study session. If
you have a telephone, I'll wake you
up. 500 per call, billed to you weekly.
Call today! Leave message 842-2640
Will do TYPING - Essays, Reports,
Term Papers. Done on computer,
rough draft available. $2.50 per
page. Call Mrs. Linda Chambers at
237-2000.

22'Sports & Stuff
FOR SALE: Weider Weight Set 310
lbs. And Marcy Pro Weight Bench,
asking $260 for both, OBO. Call
489-4531, if no answer leave
message. Ask for Michael.
Needed girl soccer players to play
Mondays, Tuesdays, or Wednesday
at 5:00 ASAP. Call Stacey at
871-6469.

23'Stereo & Sound

Sometimes you
gotta look twice...
Look for The
George Anne
twice weekly!
ft

2 competition kickers 15" -$225. One
hot set-up 2.125 -500 watt amp made
by Orion -$250. Call J at 489-4263
evenings.

Roommate needed for 1990 trailer.
2br, lba. Located 1 mile from college
$150/month + 1/2 utilities. Call
871-6362 after 2 pm. Ask for Brian.

Car stereo: Coustic 300 watt
bridgeable amp, Technics high
power deck, 12" Pyle Driver speakers
Technic 6x9", Pioneer 4", &
Crossover.. All for $400. Call
764-7382.

Roommate needed Spring and
Summer. Chandler Sq. Furnished

Pair Blaupunkt 5" speakers-$50.
Bell radar detector-$30. Escort radar

/T

N

For Rent: Spring & Summer
Quarters- Eagle's Court, new

SCULPTURED

NAILS
$25.00

WITH THIS AD

FILL-IN'S $10.00

r

.

871-6412

FREE

"Only In America"

Featuring 1991 Miss Georgia
Kim Hardee
and the
1991 Miss Georgia Superstars

Classified Ads
25 words or less
Students & Faculty

J

February 15, 1992 - 7:00 pm
University Union Ballroom
$2.00 with GSU I.D.
$5.00 General § Emission
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C9 Valentine Personals^
16«Personal

Boo Boo-1 love you.- Lazy Bum

Ju Kim-Falling in love with you
again opens my heart to see the man
I truly loved before. Glad to be in
your arms again.

Boo-eyed Monkey- Happy
Valentine's Day! Thanks for the time
of my life. I will always love you!
Hugs and kisses.- Pooter

Lona-Thanks for being such a
wonderful friend. Have a Happy
Valentine's Day with your
sweetheart. If you need some C, I
have some!
"My Mike"- Happy Valentine's Day
& Happy Anniversary to my extra
special Valentine. May this be the
first of many years to come. I Love
You! -Daria
19908- Yes, you are 10090 . Better
than Friday, and your surprises are
very nice. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love 8276
57 days until the happiest day of my
life. I love you. Happy Valentine's
Day. Always, Amy
A-Ron- Roses are red. Flowers are
yellow, maybe if you stayed here on
weekends, I'd let you be my fellow!
-From your three and only
Aaron Hester- I'm watching you,
and I definitely like what I see! Stay
at home sometimes-1 absolutely
loathe answering machines.- An
admiring admirer
Al- What can I say? After a year and
a half, you grow more special to me
every day. I love you. -Forever,
Jennifer
Alison- Thanks for the best year of
my life, there will be many many
more. Happy Valentine's Day and
"Lets get a movie"-Love Chris
Allison Richardson-1 have been
watching you. I think that I am in
love with you. Please give me that
fresh fruit.- Love Guy
Anamarie- Believe me your the
greatest person anyone could ever
have as a friend. Panama City
weekend was the greatest. Feliz
Cumpleafios. -Te amo, Cindy
Andrew, Even though you're so far
away, I'll always love you more than
words can say and I can't wait til
we're together again.- Brandi
Andrew- Even though we are not
together everyday you are in my
heart and thoughts. I know we are
going to make it.- Love always,
Suzanne
Ange- Happy Valentine's Day! I bet
peanut didn't think of this. I love
you.- Sunshine
Angela Dorr- Thanks for the
wonderful friendship. I'll miss you
next year too! Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you Angela sweet
Angela!- Darby
Anna Babe- To the most beautiful,
most understanding, woman in the
world. Thank you for being mine. I
love you. Happy Valentine's Cay.
-Billy-Bear
AnneMarie- You are the best
roommate a girl could ever have.
Don't ever leave me! Thanks for
everything. Happy Birthday! -Love,
your cute little roommate
Anthony "VI"- Meeting you was
indeed something special. Happy
Valentine's Day.
April- I'll love you always (all
ways??). - Mark
Averett & PA! Roses are red, violets
are blue. Ya'll think you're loved, but
we've sure fooled you! Hee Haw!Your everlovins'
B- Happy Valentine's Day to me best
friend and boyfriend. I love you just
the way you are- don't ever change.
All my love.- SEH
Baby Chicken- Just touch in the
morning and walk away. I love you
sweetie! Happy Valentine's Day.Baby Mole
Barry- Thanks for the best two years
of my life. My only wish is that you
continue to love me as much as I love
you.- Michelle

Bookie "G"- Just to let you know; you
are special in a different way.
Lots-a-hugo. -Bo Peep
Brad Bear- Thanks for being such a
sweetheart. You're the best. I love
you very, very much. Enough very's?
Happy Valentine's Day! S.S.
Brad Still- Happy Valentine's Day! I
want to get to know you better. Call
me sometime, you have my number.
Brandi Nicole- Happy Valentine's
Day, sweetheart. I can't think of
anyone I'd rather spend it with.
-Love Scott
Brandon Rozzelle- Words can't say
how I feel, so I just want you to know
our love is real. I love you. Happy
Valentine's Day! -LaTonya Williams
Brant Hurdelbrink- Have a happy
Valentin's Day. Your Love- Jeff
Meyers
Brenda & Suzanne- You are the
greatest. Thanks for all the food and
love you give us. You need to let us
out more!!!
Brett- "I'm hungry" for you! Come
see me. Love- Little foot
Brett- The past three weeks you
have been great! I love you pumpkin!
Hugs and kisses.- Tina
Bri- You're my heart-shaped cookie,
my Valentine card, my xxoo, my box
of assorted chocolates, my cupid...I
'ove' you!- Love, Mon
Brian Hall- You are my best friend
and I lov eyou. After four years, will
you be my Valentine forever? Love
Fief
Brian- We've grown so close so fast. I
couldn't imagine a day without you. 1
love you more than words. Love
always and forever! -Julie
Brian- Yesterday, today and
tomorrow- I'll love you always! I'll
always be true to you now and
forever. Please be my Valentine.
Love-Shannon
Bring on the dogs! From the STUD
Club 905.
Bruno- Happy Valentine's Day
Pumkin! I love you very much. Let's
make today special. No fighting
1-2-3-. -Love, Juana
C. Sinkfield- To a person, who's smil(
always brightens my day and heart.
Thinking of you. Happy Valentine's
Day. - Love you always, Iris LaVant
C.J.- I'm glad I met you! You're the
best thing since the beer bong!
Thanks for being so great and
forgiving. Happy Valentine's Day!Claudia
Cabbage- Happy Valentine's Day.
Don't care to dance to much. -Love
Kelli
CAM- Thank you for the best year of
my life. Here's to a bright and happy
future together! I love you. -SLH
Cami- Well Poepi, this is #2. Thanks
for always being around- tha's what
makes it special. Ek Het Jou Baie
Lief. -Yours, RBM
Candy Cane- Guess who? My mom
said to tell you Happy Valentine's
Day, because she likes you.- Serrot
Carl- Thanks for being a special part
of the last 7 months of my life.
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetheart!
-Your true Blondie, Laura
Carlton-1 have been watching you
for a while. I like what I see. Happy
Valentine's Day. -An admirer

sent you to me. Happy Valentine's
Day. -Angela
GaGa GooGaa- Eva M.- Happy
Valentine's Day. Love- Little Shanie

Jennifer- Nick and I want you to
know that we love you, and that we
are glad that you hung around. H's
and K's. -Chuck

To my blond buddy- Even though
you irritate me sometimes; you're a
really great friend. -Bermuda Bound
Brandi

Greg C- You made me smile again. I
love you so much. Happy Valentine's
Day Sweetheart.- Your "Always"

Jenny- Will you be my Valentine? I
love you more than anything, we fit
like two pieces of a puzzle. Be mine
pumpkin.- Bryan

To my Pi Sig Friends: Lori, Kellie,
Cinda, Chris, Heather, Tatsuya,
Todd, Robbie, Patrick, Duke, and
everyone else (plus pledges)- Happy
Valentine's Day. -Love Camille

Greg- My officer and gentleman.
Thanks for a wonderful 3 1/2
months. Hope our Valentine's Day
together is just as wonderful. -Love,
Susan
Greg- Thanks for making the past
two and a half years so special. I lovt
you very much! Happy Valentine's
Day!- Susan
Ha, Ha, Ha, Grammy! I love ya!
Happy Valentine's Day! Hey, I have
an idea, lets dress up like chickens!
Love your roomie!
Happy Birthday and Valentine's
Day Margaret! From an old friend
and roommate.- Shannon
Happy Valentine's Day Alpha Phi
Omega Brothers.- Natalie
Happy Valentine's Day Peter Ward!
Will you be my P.A.L.? I love you like
a brother!
Happy Valentine's Day Pokey! I love
what you do for me!
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetness!
You mean a lot to me! I mean a lot! I
love ya a bunch! OREO
Happy Valentine's Day to the
Brothers and candidates of Sigma
Nu. Sincerely Little Nu- Natalie
Happy Valentine's Day to the girls al
Hawthorne 93! You guys are great
friends and the best roomies. I love
you all.- Love, "McFly"
Happy Valentine's Day to the Goods
Men. You are a terrific bunch of
guys. I love all of you! -Goods Womar
_#1
Happy Valentine's Day Wooga Bear.
- Love your Wooga. P.S. Ya wanna
wooga?
Happy Valentine's Day!! To one of
the sweetest girls on campus!! I love
you forever. - From Aki
Heather Holmes- Your an awesome
little! Happy Valentine's Day! Love,
Your Big
Heather-1 always knew we were
meant to be together like GWTW. I
love you now more than ever. Please
be my Valentine.- Scott
Helena B.- Have a very Happy
Valentine's Day!-YoYo
Hendrick's RAs- Together we stand,
divided we fall. Let's keep
supporting each other and have an
awesome quarter. I love you goobers
to infinity. -Marcy
Hey Fine Man- Just wanted to let yoknow that there is someone out there
that wishes you a Happy Valentine's
Day. You're the greatest!!!Obsession
Hey Roomies: Mary and AndreaHappy Love Day!!- 'Meals
I love my littles- Jason B, Buck,
Craig, and Terry and my new Big
Brother Kelley! Happy Valentine's
Day! Natalie
J. Pridmore- I'm only 18, but I'm
woman enough for you. Be my
Valentine, please.-Your little sister
hopeful
J.H.- Your woody intrigues me. Keep
it up. I need it now more than ever.
Rendezvous 1 am Campus
Courtyard Island. I want you.
-Melissa
Janet- Strange brew does water
aerobics! Happy Valentine's Day!
You're a great roomie. -Beth
Janifer- Happy Valentine's Day,
thanks for standing by me these past
two years. I appreciate and love you
dearly. -Always, Kurt

BB- I'm glad we got things on a
mutual level. They're right, what
they said about thinking; its
dangerous! Happy V-Day! -Luv, MB

Carol-1 hope you have a wonderful
Valentine's. You are a terrific friend.
I'm here for you if you need me. Kelli

Jason Johnson- Happy Valentine's
Day Honey. I just wanted to thank
you for everything you've put up
with. Happy Anniversary! I love you.
-Michele Sloan

Chad Burroughs- Happy Valentine's
Day! You're a real sweetheart and
great friend. -Stephanie

Jay Knight- Any guess who I am? I
still have not signed your book. Love, Your Pi Sig Big

Ben and David -Don't you wish you
were shaking more than our walls!
NOT! -From the vibrating
apartment

Chad- Even though we've had a
rocky year, I want you to know I love
you. You're the best. Love always
and forever- Donna

Bermuda bound Brandi- Hang in
there, paradise is only a short time
away. Andrew loves you so smile.
-Your blond buddy

Chelle- Even though you get on all
my nerve, I still love you. See you at
the meeting at 9. -Buttercup

Big Daddy- Happy Valentine's Day.
Thanks for being a great friend and
boyfriend. I love you! -Love, Muffin

Cheryl B.- Happy Valentine's Day!
-YoYo
Chris B.- Happy V-Day! XXX OOO.
Love Always, Deb- P.S. I want a pair
of big diamond earrings!

Big Daddy- Whatever it takes to
make you happy, smile or feel good.
I'll be around. Don't believe me? Try
me! -Love Baby Girl

Chris Casanova- Oh Casanova! You
have stolen my heart. I will see you
tonight. I love you!- Kelli Lambert

Big Fig and Marky Mark- We love
you to death. You have the "biggest"
personalities. Thanks for being such
great bros.-The Fam

Chris- Happy Valentine's Day!
Things were really going great, what
happened? I hope we can work
things out. -Love Stacey

Bigger, Kim, Trac, Michelle, Stac, &
Kel- Cheers to you and cheers to me,
I hope we never disagree, and if we
ever disagree, forget you and cheers
to me!- Jenn
.
Bill Hensley- Happy 4th Valentine's
Day! I love you!
Bill- Thank you for almost a year of
happy times. I love you more than
any other person in the world. I am
yours forever!-LoyeNancy
Billy Bear- Happy Valentine's Day! I
love you!- Ana Babe xoxo
Bonsai Master of the South- Happy
Valentine's Day & Congratulations
on your success! - Your
unappreciated, underpaid &
overworked, botanical maintenance
supervisor/caretaker.

Elicia-1 love you very much this is
the first of many Valentine's that I
would like to share with you. - Love
Shelby
Eric, Even though you are far away,
think you every day! I love you. I
can't wait till you come back for me.Laura
Fiona Duncan- Happy Valentine's
Day. Did you get your "mug shot"?
-Guess who
Fiona- Happy Valentine's Day to my
HI' in Pi Sig. Isn't the suspense
wonderful. -Your Pi Sig BIG!
Frank-1 love you! - Your Baby,
Melissa
Frank- If dreams come true in
heaven, then the angels must have

Jay Knight- Are you reading the
George-Anne? Here are some hints:
1.1 am not from Georgia; 2. Unlike
you, I hate to run.- Your Big
Jay Knight- You're long luscious legs
make me quiver inside. I watch you
from afar everyday when you run.
One day we'll meet. - Admirer
Jeff M.- Could you pull your shorts
any higher? -From Mom
Jeff Meyers- Please come to the
Triangle meeting. -Love, Brant
Hurdelbrink
Jeff- Love and friendship are the
greatest things in life, and you have
them both from me. Happy
Valentine's Day Sweetie.- Love you
always, Carole
Jeffery- Together is the way it will
always be, together it is-just you
and me. I love you and will always
love you!- Gwendolyn
Jen Waller-1 love you very much.
Thanks for the past eight months.
Your great and awesome. I win. Love Always, Ben
Jen- You mean more to me than
anything in the whole world. I hope
we'll be together forever. Happy
Valentine's Day. I love you!- Chris
Jennifer (RB)
Jennifer-1 care for you more than
you know. My feelings for you are
deep and true. Be my Valentine
forever. I love you.- John
Jennifer- My love, my fiancee, words
cannot begin to express the way I fee
for you. I love you, are the closest. David

Jenny- Will you be my Valentine?
I've loved you since the day I saw
you. We fit together like two pieces
of a puzzle. -Love Bryan
Jeremy- The card contains some of
our best moments. I hope we have
many more, especially "first". Love
always, and the water's still
running.- Lydia
Jerry Adams- You are more than a
boyfriend, you are my best friend
and I love you dearly. -Tina
Thompson
Jerry- It seems I couldn't love you
more but everyday I do. Happy
Valentine's Day! I love you. Forever
yours. - Toni
Jesse - Happy Valentine's Day to a
person I love very much. Thanks for
the special friendship and love you
have given me. -Love Tracie
Chris- Its time to take the plunge.
Use it and lose it. Love Kris

To our neighbors in Southern Villas
#14, 15, 17, & 22- We love you! Happ
Valentine's Day! Love C&C!
To Pretty Lady- Honesty: enhances
my respect. Unique: with both
beauty and intelligence. Rare: keeps
all matters private. Teriflic: our
present and future friendship.
Happy Valentine's Day.-A Friend

To the main men next door, you're
two of the nicest, handsome, sexy,
hot, luscious, men anyone could ever
see. Happy Valentine's Day! -You
know who??

Cindy, Betsy, Megalufagus &
Gretch- Happy Valentine's Day!
When's the next party? -Love ya,
Laura
CJP-1 love you so much. I can't wait
until the day we are finally married.
You mean the world to me.- Your
fiance, KK
Clark Scott-1 loved dancing with you
Friday night. I can't wait until
Derby Days so we can play cards
again.- A Violent Femme
CMC- You are the reason for the
smile on my face and the light in my
eyes. Thank you for your kindness
and patience! I love you! -ANG
Colin- Happy Valentine's Day! I love
you, honey. - Sheila
Collect call for Candi May, will you
accept the charges? I love you, will
you marry me? Syke! -Your military
man and roomies
Corey Smith- Happy Valentine's
Day! I hope you have a special day.
Cupid is looking out for you.Stephanie
Craig- Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you, Scrub. Will you be mine?
D. Hudson- I've been waiting for this
moment all my life. I know you love
me. I love you too. Let's make it last
forever.-Classy
DaAndre- You have your wife back. I
missed you! Happy Valentine's Day.
I love you always and forever. - Love.
Pauline
Daddy (LM) aka Rufus- The past 6
months have been the best. Sorry if I
have been difficult. I love you the
mostest, BABY! -Priscilla
Daniel Sisscon- Roses "R" Red,
Violets "R" Blue, UV big did not
forget about you! -Your Big
Danny- Happy Valentine's Day
Sweethaert! I love you with all my
heart and soul, always and forever!
Darb and Ang- Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you guys! I don't know
where I'd be without you! From:
Guess who?
Daron Doyle- Glad your pledging Pi
Sig. Your cne of the best now. You
will hear from me soon. - Your Pi Sig
Big
Darren- Hey Door-Lint! Happy
Valentine's Day! I love you lots! You
make me happy! I'm glad I've got
you, Honey. -Love Always, Your
Peanut.
Darryl Dotson-1 love you with all mj
heart, and I can't wait to be your
wife. Happy Valentine's Day, Baby!
Quack, Quack-Darkwing Duck!
-Your Fiance^ Deborah
David P.- You are not ony my
boyfriend, you're also my best friend.
I love you and all of the time we
spend together. Happy Valentine's
Day! -Love, Susan F.
TLD- Thank you for being that
special someone in my life. Happy
Valentine's Day and I love you! Love,
NJJ
To M.H.-1 need you, I need you, I
need you! Scooch-Scooch?!
To my #1 pumpkin-1 wuv you! Will
you be my #1 Valentine too? Hugs
and kisses.- Tina
Stacey Luckey- Thank you for our
friendship for the past 6 years! I love
you Stace and will miss you next
year. -Happy Valentine's Day
David R.- Happy "Love" Day! Thanks
for everything. I wish circumstances
were different. I love you! You can
take my car! -Always, Ashleigh
Wrap your arms around me and
never let go. Let us celebrate this
day of hearts in love everyday. I love
you Willie:- Christina
WV Area Staff- Happy Valentine's
Day! Thanks for all your hard work!
-Sheila'
You know you're great but it's time
for you to know that we love you. Nina, Arisha, Gregory

Sugar is sweet and we've loved you a
lot, but we've come to find out sugar
you're NOT!
Vanessa 'n Barry
Sultry WF seeking male Beltane
friend. Write S.A. -LB 13443
The Rebel- I'm sorry we didn't work
out. We tried. I hope we can still be
good friends. Love ya always. Good
luck with TKE. -CC
Tim M.- Thanks for two great years
and for more to come! Ischcabibil! I
love you!-Suzanne

To Shonda- On our first Valentine's,
love you and I always will. Happy
Valentine's Day. -Love Sheldon

Chuck Williamson- How much wood
could a woodchuck chuck if a
woodchuck could chuck wood? Just
kidding! You may wonder but you'll
never find out!
Chuck Williamson- We've been
watching you and we like what we
see. Keep up the great body. Happy
Valentine's Day! - Your secret
admirer

Sugar Booger-1 have been so happy
since July. You mean everything to
me. You are my best friend. I love yoi
Honey Bunny.

To my Valentine-1 love you Honey
Bunny! I can't wait to make you my
wife. August 22, 1992. -Love, Joel

Christopher- Thanks for being you. I
love you, sweetheart!- Me

Stuart, Deustch, Matt, Daniel, Sean,
Chris, Brandon, Thomas, Jason*
You're doing great. Keep up the hard
work. -GN
Sugar Bear- Remember you are one
of my best friends and if I can do
anything to please you, I will. Happy
Valentine's Day.- Doritos

To my Tom Selleck- it has been a
good year- the ferry room service,
and 144.1 will love you always.Harriet

To the girls- Thanks for being such
great roomies- your the best! Happy
Valentine's Day! P.S. Can't wait till
the party! -Love Claudia

David-1 love you most! -Happy
Valentine's Day- Love Susan

T- Let's play, "How may guys can
you do in one night." Make your
sorority proud. Come to CC. #5,
anytime. The Blue Caddy Runs
again.
T. Mickens- Thinking of youon this
special day because you are and
always will be special to me. I love
you. -Happy V-Day, "Gemini"
Tab-1 am glad to have had the
chance to know and become a close
friend to you. Happy Valentine's
Day! -Your evening friend

To those who didn't receive a special
gift, message, etc. From anyone
special- this one's for you. Happy
Valentine's Day.

Tara Lynn Mitchell-1 miss you...
Please call. - 681-7293
Tarcia- Baby if there is anyone I can
depend on it's you. Thanks baby. I
love you. Happy Valentine's Day.
-Reginald

Todd & Bill- Happy Valentine's Day!
-Love, Stephanie, Your Big
Todd- Babe, Happy Valentine's Day!
I miss you so much! Hope to see you
soon-until then, I'll be loving you.
Love, Me- Bobbie

Tate & Scot- To the two best looking
Kappa Sig's on this campus; who
have the two biggest... Appetites? LA&KS

Tommy Gregg Brooking- Roses are
red, Braves are blue. Wish they had
won. Bet you do too! Will you be
mine? -From, Your Computer
Ton- Thinking of you on this day and
everyday. I hope that you will allow
yourself to remain special in my life.
Love T.P.
Tony- Since you came into my life,
you've only made me happy. Thank
you for bveing so wonderful. I'll
always love you. -MiMi
Tonya you know I love you, I love yoi
this is true. If you were a tear I'd
never cry, for fear of losing you.
-Hugh Veal
Tripp-" I feel for you" because "You
can move any mountain". Your 19 on
Valentine's Day so "Express
yourself and "Shake em."- Johnna
and Kelly
Tyrone Butler- Kisses and Hugs for
you on Valentine's. You will always
be my Valentine. I love you honey.

Ted- Hope you have a great
Valentin's Day. You're a real
sweetheart. -Love Kerri
The Family- Thanks for accepting m<
into your family and making GSU
my home away from home. I love you
all. -Jan #2
The fans of Plantation Villas #7Have a killer V-Day weekend. No toe
sucking, disco dancing, and
absolutely no sobriety!- Scratched
and Dowell
Staci B.- Please be mine. I'm the one
who wants to be with you. Deep
inside I hope you'll feel it too! I wann
be the one! -Love, Sean
Stacy-1 know you have a steady, but
a simple Valentine from a fellow
G.A. Won't hurt. Happy Valentine's
Day. -From an Interested G.A.
Stanky-1 miss your unique wake-up
call and that wide-load. Happy
Valentine's Day, sis! Bye Fry- Tootie
2.

Veronica Bianco- Happy Valentine's
Day to a special girl that I care so
deeply for. -Jeff Lundy

Stephanie W.- On this day of love, I
truly hope you have a Happy
Valentine's.

Vinson C- If anyone could be
granted one wish, that widh would
be, to stay in love with you from now
to eternity.- YoYo
Wanda- Happy Valentine's Day to
my sister. Love- William
Wheels- You have made me happier
than I could've ever imagined. You
are a special, warm, and loving man.
I love you Babe!-Wave
With all my loves to you Hanh on the
Happy Valentine day. -Love, Ong Xa

Steve- Thank you for opening my
eyes and showing me what real love
is. You'll always be 1st place to me! I
love you.- Marne
Steve- The past three years have
been wonderful. I hope we can be thi:
good together forever. I really enjoy
the rodeo. -Love Kris
Steve- You are the best thing that
has ever happened to me. I love you
with all my heart. Happy
Valentine's Day!- Love Kris

Spring Break '92

North Myrtle Beoch
Myrtle Beoch
The Grond Strand
You've Got The Time...
We've Got The Beach!
So, Pack your bags, grab
your friends, find any
mode of transportation
and join the Spring Break
Beach Blast in North
Myrtle Beach, Myrtle
Beach, and The Grand
Strand.
We have sun and surf,
trendy nightclubs, and a
festive party atmosphere.
You won't want to miss
this most excellent
adventure!

For more information about
how you can join the Spring
Break Beach Blast call:
1-800-356-3016, ext. 700
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David-1 love you! Does the Saturn
theory still hold? -Soda Pop
Deana D.-1 love you! Even if I don't
tell you often enough. Will you be
my Valentine?- Scott
Deana- Don't worry, you'll kick
Cobol's butt one day!! Happy
Valentine's Day!! You're an awesome
roomie! -Beth
Dear Bradley- After three years you
should know by now how much I can
Happy Valentine's Day. I love you.
Love Always, April

Vakntiw Tersonats
Juli- Hey Sugar BEar. Hugs and
kisses always. -Love W.D.- The
Dudster

Ly's wishing Linh with all the best
love in the world on your Valentine
Day.-LyTr.
_____

Justin- You're the best thing that's
ever happened to me. I'm glad you
could make it on this special day. I
love you. - Forever, Beth

Lynn Payton- You are a great Little
Sister! Happy Valentine's Day and I
hope you find your man. I luv ya!
-Your Big Sis, Beth

KAD-Together you and I shall be,
and when the future makes us three,
merrily we will move on, for
happiness is about the dawn.- Your
Fiance

M- Whenever I see you, I get the
ultimate woody, and it longs for your
touch. Don't make me wait! Ride the
white horse.- Woody

Kai, Lohn, Liuh, Nana, Keika,
James, Ram, Satoko, Ayumi, Aki,
Simon- Happy Valentine's Day.Love Tina

Dear Candy Cane-1 love you with all
my heart and I'll always remember
the wonderful times and surprises
that we've had. - Love always,
Grapefruit

,..

.

Keith arid Cha<
Violets are blu<
died and my ds
the unwed mot

Dear Michele- You have given me th<
happiest hays of my life. I love and
cherish you. Happy Valentine's
Day.-1 love you, Paul
../ftjl
Dear Phil Thurman-1 got \ ou a new
pocket-protector for Valentine's
Day. -Your bud, Jack Buck

Mark- Happy Valentine's Day.
Honey I love you and life we share
a together.- XOXO, April

Dear Sosha- Will you be my "
Valentine? - Love Wolfgang
Dearest Beverly- You have been the
best thing in my life and I love you sc
very very much. Happy Valentine's
Day. -LOve, Sean

of
Day.- Nat
Kelly Seawright- To the best pool
partner and mischief maker that
I've met yet. Happy Valentine's
Day!- Loretta

Deb- Happy Valentine's Day! This is
just a little something to show you
how much I love you. I love you!Craig
______

Kervin- Thanks for everything
you've done. You are the best thing
that has happened to me. I am glad
you are my Valentine. I love you.
-Forever yours, Michele

Delta Sigma Theta's "ABC"- The
said: Public Service and Scholarship.
The Unsaid: Love, Friendship,
loyalty, True Sisterhood,
commitment, and so much more!

Kevin Cash- Happy Valentine's Day.
It's not long now!! - Love, Your Pi Sig
Big
Kevin- Breakfast has never been so
good until now. Happy Valentine's
Day. -Elizabeth

Dennis B.- Determination is a great
strength of mine, as I am determined
to find what we lost. Happy
Valentine's Day! -Love, Stephanie
W.

Kim- What can I say? Your the best.
Thanks for everything. Happy
Valentine's Day and Happy
Birthday. Love You Always!
-Nathan G:
II Peace

Dennis-1 think that you're a very
special person despite your bad
habits. I just wish I could get to knov
you better. - Poochie

DeShawn- We've been through some
rough times, but things will get
better! Since that first kiss, I knew
we'd prove "love conquers all."- CTF
always

Kristi Lambert- Hope you and
Richard h<=pidday
together:#Ieve you!:-Your Big Sis',
Kelli
■;
, ,■ ■■ ■
Kristophe.
orf
Thanks for
-standing
and such a great friend! Happy
Valentine's Day! "Cotton''

Dewayne M.-1 know we've only
known each other for a short time,
but I want you to know you have
blown my mind. I've never asked
anything of you, but I wanna know
"Is it good to you?"-Your Fantasy

Kurt- Even though we're far apart,
my love for you still grows. I miss
you so much... How much longer
until we can be together forever? I
love moo!!-Beth

Derrick Hacker: Happy Valentine's
Day! I hope that your day is all you
want it to be.

Kurt- When I'm with you, everyday
is Valentine's! I love you!- Janifer

Dexter Brown- The last couple of
months with you have been the
greatest months in my life. May we
always be together. I love you.Marla Jackson

La Tonya- #1 Resident Director!
Happy Valentine's Day! -A devoted
fan
Lance Shelfer- Roses are red, violets
are blue; You're a big straping man,
and I think I love you. Thanx for
Bubbas. - Love Suzanne.

Diamonds are forever as roses are to
treasure, love without us together is
love that has no pleasure. -Love you,
Mimi
Dionne Blackshear- Can we get back
to what we had, and hopefully take il
to new highs. Happy Valentine's
Day. -Big Daddy

Laura- Thanks for being such a greal
roomie! Good luck with you know
who. Luv is in the air! -Luv, Your
Roomie

Donovan- Thank you for all the love
you've given me the past 14 months,
hope I can only give you that much
love forever. -Tiffany
Dr. Swift-1 think you're great. I thin
about you all the time. Say you'll be
mine, and make me happy. My heart
beats for you. I remain...- A Secret
Admirer
Drew Talton- Be my Valentine all
year long!!- Your admirer and
neighbor

Jimbo's wishing MUSARAF love
Satoko with the best love for ever!!
Love Jimbo

.

Joann Collins- Happy Valentine's
Day! I'm excited about next year!
Keep playing with those halls! J/K! I
love you.- Darby
■ ■.. .■"
: ;
John John- The past 4 1/2 months
have been wonderful. Thank God for
raquetball. You're the best. I love
you.-Jules
•
John Lucas-You've meant so much
to me since we met. I'll always love^
you. Happy Valentine's Day,
sweetheart!- Cecilia

Mei-hua: My dear rose-bud, it's love
at first sight and it's love forever. I d<
dearly love you my sweetheart. Your
love, Yuh-Horng
Melissa "To behold her is an
immediate check to loose behavior;
to love her is a liberal education, and
I'm being educated.- Adam
Michael Gilbert- Happy Valentine's
Day. Take care.- Your Pi Sig Big
Michael Gilbert- What does
Doodle-bug mean? Glad to have you
in Pi Sig. Good luck! -Your Pi Sig
Big. Guess Who?
Michael Lee, my favorite DJ- I'm so
glad to have you in my life. I love yoi:
very much! Happy Valentine's!
-Love, Your Sweetie
Michele and Serena- Ya'll ain't right.
-You know who
Michelle, Michelle, Bryant, Chad,
Mike B., Jenny, Kipp, Christie, Eric
W., Emily, Erie C, Willie G., Tara,
Mellie, Barnes,, Jimmy S., Jimmy H,
Brian P.. arid Andrew-1 love ya'll!!-

Milk chocolate Man- Can't wait till
you come here! It'll be better than
the trip to Thomaston. -Love,
Nuh-thing.
Monika- Happy Valentine's Day to
you. Hope you haven't forgotten
about me. A call sometime. -Your
X-Trig buddy
Monkey Face and Meryl- Doo ya luv
tadooda Monkey? We're outta
sheets, sorry! Megalopagus and B.
Boop
:
Mr. Lonely- Can I be your Valentine'
'You're too sexy" to be alone on this
special day. - Your admirer

Laura- You'll always be the love of
my life. It's been a wonderful six
years of marriage. Happy
Valentine's Day - Love Mark

My Brothers and sister of Alpha Phi
Alpha- Just a little something to
wish you all a Happy Valentine's
Day, with hopes and prayers of manj
more to come.- Dionne

Lindsay- Have a Happy Valentines
JtSayH
Ingonmy
coffee table. Lov
-s$
Remember, no baseball players'Carrie
_£
Lisa Bartley- Although we disagree,
1 hope we remain friends until the
end Don't falter as you strive to
read
forward to
Savannah tripM.ove, a good friend
Lissa Kay- "I did see her passing by
and yet I love her till I die" I love you
Adam
___
_
Lissa-1 love you and love is instinct,
so let's follow our instincts.- Adam
Liz T.- You are the greatest roomie!
Hope 1992 brings us both true love!
-Love ya, Ashleigh
How ya' livin'?
Lori Jordan- Happy Valentine's
Day. I can't wait till Savannah.
-Love, Kelli
Ly's wishing HA "B.G." with all the
lovely love in the world to you!! -Love
Ong Gia

Pamela- Roses are red, violets are
blue, I am so sick and tired of you.
Happy Valentine's Day. - Love Tina

Rob M. Thanks for the best birhtday
ever, Deep down, I know we'll make
it. Despite the spats, I love you with
all my heart.-Kermie

Patrick G- Have a great Valentine's
Day! - Luv the Fox

Rob Sanders- "...Sometimes words
have two meanings- In a tree by the
brook there's a songbird who sings
sometimes- all of our thoughts are
misgiven."-Heaven

Pebbles-1 love you. Hope you have a
great day because you're very
special to me and I hope I don't
aggrevate you too much. -Love,
BamBam
' .'. '■;■;■'.':; Poindexter- I'm yours. I won't tell th<
Barbie Doll joke t| no one else. Sweetness
a
■ POM- Thanks forjhecoming my best
friend. Always reiheber that we are
here to help eachSother grow in
Jesus. -With Love' PAW
Pooker- Wondering if you are still
my Valentine. -Piglet

Rob Sweeney- Roses are red, pickles
are green, we like your legs and
whats in between. Will you be mine?>
Your Secret Admirer.
Robbie Weatherly- I'm gonna hold
you to that promise. Hawaii here we
come. Happy Valentine's Dya. Party
hard dude! -Your secret friends
is makes 3. Let's make
jeter than the last 2!-

Possum- Thanks for the past year!
It's been the best ever I can't wait til
June 20! Happy Valentine's Day! I
love you Stripey Pants.

Ronnie-1 will love you today and for
always- remember that! - Luv ya,

Prince- Faithfully I believe/every
road leads back to you. Everything I
do I do it for you because you are my
love of a lifetime. -Princess

Rose- Even though I don't like your
taste in music (nod your head), I still
love you anyway. Happy Valentine's
Day.- Love, Tina

Priscilla- Happy Valentine's Day!
Thanks for all your help with RHJB.
-Sheila
:„._.._...
Pugs- Thanks for sticking with me
through the good times and bad. Y§||
have shown me the true meaning of love. -Love always, Pookie

Rose- Pay no attention to Chelle
because it'll be alright. We still care
despite how much we laugh. Thanx
for the music. ■ Buttercup

Puppy-1 love You!- Bunny
PVT Kenneth Wiggins- Remember
Valentine's together on Rocky
Creek? That's how sweet our life
together is always going to be. I'll
always wait soldier.- Your wife
R.R.- This past year has been great.
You're so special. I love you
ticklemonster. -C.P.
Ramon,- Hope your day is as good as
mine and you like my gift. I will
always love you "Poo" Happy
Valentine's Day! -Demetrea
Rawson- This Valentine entitles you
to one total body massage. Happy
Valentine's Day! - Sambo
Ray-1 love you and I can't wait to
spend the rest of my life with you.
-Love always, your Mouse
Reginald- You are the best thing thai
ever happened to me. I love you very
much. Happy Valentine's Day.Tarcia
Renee Decker- You're my very best
friend and i dread parting ways next
quarter>Keep in touch and
remember me sis. I'll remember you
always. - Juli

Russell- Thanks for always being
there for me. I hope you know how
much I love you! I'm glad that your
my Valentine. -Love, Robyn
RWW- Happy belated birthday to mj
Valentine. I hope you'll always be
mine. Love you- JEK

You're a true "brother." -Gamma Xi
Lil' Sis.
Scotty-1 want to thank you for the
best year of my life. I owe it all to
you. There are really going to be
many more great years ahead.
Happy Anniversary!- Love You
Always, Tanya
Scotty- You are the best fiance ever!
Happy Heart Day and I love you
always! P.S. Feb.8
Sean- Happy Valentine's Day! Keep
smiling! What? Nothing! Will you be
mine? -Love Staci
SH- It has been a wonderful year. I
think you're really special. I love
you, forever! -PH
Shabba- If I could, I'd give you the
world. But all I can do is just offer
you my love. -Audrey
Shanda- By nature we are sisters, by
love and patience we are friends.
Happy Valentine's Day- Love Chelle
Shane- Happy Heart Dya! You bring
the matches, I'll bring the candles. I
love you always.- Casey
Shane-1 hope the secrets never end!
Happy Valentine's Day. -Stacey
Shanna- You weren't that bright so I
heard but I love you like a little fat
head sister. See ya at the meeting'.Buttercup
Shawn C- When you get right down
to it, your the man of my dreams,
when you get right down to it, I'm in
love with you.- Cotton Candy
Shawn Coheru-1 won't make anothei
love song but, I want you to know
that your the most important person
in my life.- Who loves you, baby?

S.H., (Pinky-Size)- Even though they
call you "Pee-Wee", let's mess
around. But bring a dildo, so I can I
have fun , too!!- Secret Admirer

Shawn McClean- You know exactly
what you can do with this
Valentine... And maybe you'll still
have the time to "pick-up"
afterwards. - Go Figure

Saturday morning D.J., Jenn.- Will
you be my Valentine? -Your fellow
D.J., Alan
..,■..;v. ■ '....

Shawri- Do you remeber the times?
You've made me so happy I could
never forget. I'm looking forward to s
wonderful future with you.- You
sweetheart

Scott Hixon- It's the most beautiful
ring I have ever seen! I love you, and
can't wait to be your wife!- Tracy S.
Scott- Bleep, Bleep, Bleep, Bleep,
—,—, —, —, -— please?!* -Much
love and friendship, Heather
Scott- Thank you for all the love,
support, and friendship you have
given me. You are the best and only
Valentine for me.- Love Tina
Scott- These past six weeks have
been long and lonely without you.
I'm so happy you came down this
weekend. Happy Heart Day- Love
Jenny
Scotty Kimball- Thanks for being my
'guiding light' my first week here.

Shelia Taylor- Everyday I love you
more and more than before. Things
are great! Happy Valentine's Day! I
love you! -Love, Brett
Smart Alex- Wish we could be
together on V-Day. The 18th will be
that much better now. Can't wait to
see you! LW
Smiley- Too bad about Saturday
night!! Wish you could go. You're
doing a great job. -Your big
Snuggle Buggle-1 just want to say I
love you on favorite day in hte whole
wide world! - Your Snuggle Buggle
Partner

PLAYERS
CLUB
APARTMENTS

Mike Strttfig- I'm counting the days
till I see you again. You light up my
life and my nughts. - My love, ME

Munghead- Happy Valentine's Day!
I'm so in love eith you! I know we'll
always be together. - Junghead

Lee Bass- Our relationship is so
special to me and I hope it last
forever. Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetheart! I love you dearly!
-Stacey Taylor
Lia- Remember those times we spent
at the pond. They meant something.Jeff
__,
Liane La Rosa-1 love you. Please be
my Valenti
*

RHJB Members- Happy Valentine's
Day! We appreciate your dedication
and hard work. -Sheila and Priscilla

Mike Caliahaa- Happy Valentine's
Day! I'm so glad you're mine. I love
you with all rjiy heart. - Love, Mimi

Laura- You are very special to me
and you're the best girlfriend a guy
could have. Happy Valentine's Day. I
love you. -Deric
___

LeAnn Hall- I've noticed the way you
look at me and admire my coaching
abilities. George says we'd make a
great pair. I agree. -GQ

Jim Carragher- Have a Happy
Valentine's Day. Maybe someday we
can act civilized towards each other
again. Still loving and missing you.Carrie
_____

Juana- Guess who loves you too!?! Be
my Valentine. Love, Bruno

Matt- Each day feels like the
Bihoment we met! I guess there really
is a cupid. I'm glad the search is over
I'll love you forever.- Julie

Kerri Lynne- Thanks for 441 great
ones. Only 74 more years til I have t<
split. Lets make them great! -Hob

Dee Dee Davis-1 only know you from
MUE 151- but I have a huge crush 01
you. Wish I could meet you!
-Cavalier Soprano '88

Jon- Little Jon Little Jon- Get rid of
your gal; Just come on down my way
I'll be your pal. -Your Crush, the Big
D.
JP- Wasn't it worth the wait? On
your part of course. Happy Heart
Day!- Ezmerelda

■\Mare, Steph, and Jane- To may
.iavorite Donny, 2 inch tater tot, and
jjippy chick. Thanks for being great
" tepmies! #19 rules!! Happy
if||pentine's Day!!- Ali
|||i|HXPineapple)
Margantha- Happy Valentine's Day!
Thanks for your creativity and hard
work on all our projects. -Sheila
Marie- Happy V-Day. You already
know all my dirt. Why would I blow
you off?-Luv, MB

Dear Shelia- I'm real happy with
things lately. Have a good day!
Happy Valentine's Day! Loveya!
-Love Brett

Join the Bullwinkle Club. Call
681-9069 for more vital info.

Mama, Laquesha, Lasheta- Thanks
for being awesome roomies. I love yoi
guys. I'll never figure out how you
put up with me! Happy Valentine's
Day!- Laura

—■—

Kathy-Y<maremyw
so
glad that
ry
lucky person. I love you very much, Love Shaun

Dear Lodge Boys and Jen- Happy
Valentine's Day. Ya'll are great! Love, Muffin

Johnny Sciolino- Roses are red,
violets are blue, and we can't wait, tc
move in with you! Happy Valentine's
Day! We love you! -Buttcheeks

Magic is in us all. Learn more about
magic and Wicca. Write CRD, PO
Box 2799, Statesboro, GA 30458

Kara-1 love you!! Maybe we can play
strip Yatzee together on Valentine's
Day. Love you with all my heart.
Happy Valentine's Day!" Thjit Boy!

Dear Chris Veal- Happy Valentine's
Day and thanks for being "All the
Man I Need." Love you always,
Tonya Gooden

Jimmie L. Culbreth- Words can't
explain how much I truly love and
care for you. May we always be
together and in love. Happy
Valentine's Day! !-Love, Kim Drake

Mac- World's Greatest Resident
Director! Happy Valentine's Day.-A
Secret Admirer

Pamela- Happy Valentine's Day!
Glad you're pledging Pi Sig. Good
luck. Work hard, play hard. - Love
your Pi Sig Big

My dear flower- Can't stop loving
you. You are always my most
cherished rose-bud. Happy St.
Valentine's Dya. Your "Worst
Nightmare" Yuh-Horng
My Future- My love for thee cannot
be explained by song or letter or
word of mouth. My love for thee is
more than words. -Your Future
My liefling, ye het di mees lieflikste
lachome. Ek wil met jou slaap?
Thank you for 16 months of
happiness. I'll always love you. Poepi
My Princess- Our love an
everlasting rose, Words turn to
pearls, Rings of gold, and a green
forever in your eyes.- Grendel
Nancy- Thanks for the best eleven
months of my life. Kiss me you fool!
Bleah! Bleah! Bleah!
Nancy- You are the best wife and
mother ever. I would be lost without
you. I thank God everyday for you
and G.G.- Love Doug
Nick-1 love you very much! Happy
Valentine's Day!-Robyri
Otis- This is our special day! I love
you. Let's make tonight last forever.
Love Milo
P.H. I'm sorry for all the trouble I
caused you. Please forgive me.
Happy Valentine's Day. I love you. M
_
Pam and Susie- Happy Valentine's
Day! Thank you for all your hard
work. You are great office
assistants! -Sheila
Pam- Happy Valentine's Day! I hope
you feel better soon! I miss ya! -Lil'
Homey

flop Ten Reasons" to live atKXW^m
10. Highest percentage of blondes on campus.
9.

Ralph Lauren likes the logo.

8.

Work-out room to maintain you hard body.

7.

Like to tan your hard body at a pool or the only beach on campus.

6.

Like the hot sweaty feeling--we have tennis, basketball and
volleyball.

5.

You don't have three other people you would like to live with, so we
have two and three bedroom units.

4.

Don't like to spend precious time at those exciting laudromats. You
have washer/dryer hook-ups.

3.

Best rental rates in Statesboro, Georgia.

2.

Because all your friends will be here.

Okay, so that's only nine~the blondes are not counting and
the rest of you intellects already know a good deal when you
hear it.
Come see us and be a part of the most exciting complex at
Georgia Southern University. Available for occupancy Fall
Quarter, 1992. Located at Georgia Avenue and 67 (Previously
Benson Trailer Park). Leasing office open March 1, 1992.

JBD

JOHN BARRETT
DEVELOPMENT

